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Abstract
Powers has shown that each spatial E0-semigroup can be obtained from the boundary
weight map of a CP -flow acting on B(K ⊗ L2(0,∞)) for some separable Hilbert space
K. In this paper, we define boundary weight maps through boundary weight doubles
(φ, ν), where φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) is a q-positive map and ν is a boundary weight over
L2(0,∞). These doubles induce CP -flows over K for 1 < dim(K) < ∞ which then
minimally dilate to E0-semigroups by a theorem of Bhat. Through this construction,
we obtain uncountably many mutually non-cocycle conjugate E0-semigroups for each
n > 1, n ∈ N.
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1. Introduction
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, denoting its inner product by the symbol ( , )
which is conjugate-linear in its first coordinate and linear in its second. A result of Wigner
in [16] shows that every weakly continuous one-parameter group of ∗-automorphisms
{αt}t∈R of B(H) is implemented by a strongly continuous unitary group {Ut}t∈R in that
αt(A) = UtAU
∗
t for all A ∈ B(H) and t ∈ R. This leads us to pursue the more general
task of classifying all suitable semigroups of ∗-endomorphisms of B(H):
Definition 1.1. We say a family {αt}t≥0 of ∗-endomorphisms of B(H) is an E0-semigroup
if:
1. αs+t = αs ◦ αt for all s, t ≥ 0, and α0(A) = A for all A ∈ B(H).
2. For each f, g ∈ H and A ∈ B(H), the inner product (f, αt(A)g) is continuous in t.
3. αt(I) = I for all t ≥ 0 (in other words, α is unital).
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We have two different notions of what it means for two E0-semigroups to be the same,
namely conjugacy and cocycle conjugacy, the latter of which arises from Alain Connes’
definition of outer conjugacy.
Definition 1.2. Let α and β be E0-semigroups on B(H1) and B(H2), respectively. We
say that α and β are conjugate if there is a ∗-isomorphism θ from B(H1) onto B(H2)
such that θ ◦ αt = βt ◦ θ for all t ≥ 0. We say that α and β are cocycle conjugate
if α is conjugate to β′, where β′ is an E0-semigroup on B(H2) satisfying the following
condition: For some strongly continuous family of unitaries U = {Ut : t ≥ 0} acting on
H2 and satisfying Ut+s = Utβt(Us) for all s, t ≥ 0, we have β′t(A) = Utβt(A)U∗t for all
A ∈ B(H2) and t ≥ 0. Such a family of unitaries is called a unitary cocycle for β.
E0-semigroups are divided into three types based upon the existence, and structure
of, their units. More specifically, let α be an E0-semigroup on B(H). A unit for α is
a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded operators U = {U(t) : t ≥ 0} such that
αt(A)U(t) = U(t)A for all A ∈ B(H). Let Uα be the set of all units for α. We say α is
spatial if Uα 6= ∅, while we say that α is completely spatial if, for each t ≥ 0, the closed
linear span of the set {U1(t1) · · ·Un(tn)f : f ∈ H, ti ≥ 0 and Ui ∈ Uα ∀ i,
∑
ti = t} is H .
If an E0-semigroup α is completely spatial, we say it is of type I. If α is spatial but is
not completely spatial, we say α is of type II. If α has no units, we say it is of type III.
If α is of type I or II, we may further assign an integer n ∈ Z≥0 ∪ {∞} to α, in which
case we say α is of type In or IIn. We call n the index of α. It was initially defined in
different ways in [12] and [2], and the connection between these definitions was explored
in [14]. The index of α is the dimension of a particular Hilbert space associated to its
units, and it is perhaps the most fundamental cocycle conjugacy invariant for spatial E0-
semigroups. Arveson showed in [2] that the type I E0-semigroups are entirely classified
(up to cocycle conjugacy) by their index: the type I0 E0-semigroups are semigroups of ∗-
automorphisms, while for n ∈ N∪{∞}, every type In E0-semigroup is cocycle conjugate
to the CAR flow of rank n.
However, at the present time, we do not have such a classification for those of type
II or III. The first type II and type III examples were constructed by Powers in [11] and
[13]. Through Arveson’s theory of product systems, Tsirelson became the first to exhibit
uncountably many mutually non-cocycle conjugate E0-semigroups of types II and III (see
[15]). A dilation theorem of Bhat in [3] shows that every unital CP -flow α can be dilated
to an E0-semigroup, and that there is a minimal dilation α
d of α which is unique up
to conjugacy. Using Bhat’s result, Powers proved in [8] that every spatial E0-semigroup
can be obtained from the boundary weight map of a CP -flow over a separable Hilbert
space K. In [9], he constructed spatial E0-semigroups using boundary weights over K
when dim(K) = 1 and then began to investigate the case when dim(K) = 2.
Our goal is to use boundary weight maps to induce unital CP -flows over K for
1 < dim(K) <∞ and to classify their minimal dilations to E0-semigroups up to cocycle
conjugacy. To do so, we define a natural boundary weight map ρ → ω(ρ) using a
unital completely positive map φ and a normalized boundary weight ν over L2(0,∞).
The necessary and sufficient condition that this map induce a unital CP -flow α is that
φ satisfies a definition of q-positive analogous to that from [8] (see Definition 3.1 and
Proposition 3.2), in which case we say that α is the CP -flow induced by the boundary
weight double (φ, ν). We develop a comparison theory for boundary weight doubles (φ, ν)
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and (ψ, ν) (φ and ψ unital) in the case that ν is a normalized unbounded boundary weight
over L2(0,∞) of the form ν(√I − Λ(1)B√I − Λ(1)) = (f,Bf), finding that the doubles
induce cocycle conjugate E0-semigroups if and only if there is a hyper maximal q-corner
from φ to ψ (see Definition 4.4 and Proposition 4.6).
The problem of determining hyper maximal q-corners from φ to ψ becomes much
easier if we focus on a particular class of q-positive maps, called the q-pure maps, which
have the least possible q-subordinates (Definition 4.2). Given a q-positive map φ acting on
Mn(C) and a unitary U ∈Mn(C), we can form a new map φU by φU (A) = U∗φ(UAU∗)U .
We describe the order isomorphism between the q-subordinates of φ and those of φU ,
which in turn leads to the existence of a hyper maximal q-corner from φ to φU if φ
is unital and q-pure (Proposition 4.5). With this result in mind, we begin the task
of classifying the unital q-pure maps. We find that the rank one unital q-pure maps
φ :Mn(C)→Mn(C) are precisely the maps φ(A) = ρ(A)I for faithful states ρ onMn(C)
(Proposition 5.2). That these maps give us an enormous class of mutually non-cocycle
conjugate E0-semigroups in one of our main results (Theorem 5.4). Furthermore, for
n > 1, none of the E0-semigroups constructed from boundary weight doubles satisfying
the conditions of Theorem 5.4 are cocycle conjugate to any of the E0-semigroups obtained
from one-dimensional boundary weights by Powers in [9] (Corollary 5.5).
We turn our attention to the unital q-pure maps that are invertible. These maps
are best understood through their (conditionally negative) inverses. In Theorem 6.11,
we find a necessary and sufficient condition for an invertible unital map φ on Mn(C) to
be q-pure. In this case, however, if ν is a normalized unbounded boundary weight of
the form ν(
√
I − Λ(1)B√I − Λ(1)) = (f,Bf), then the E0-semigroup induced by the
boundary weight double (φ, ν) is entirely determined by ν. This E0-semigroup is the one
induced by ν in the sense of [9].
2. Background
2.1. Completely positive maps
Let φ : U → B be a linear map between C∗-algebras. For each n ∈ N, define
φn :Mn(U)→Mn(B) by
φn


A11 · · · A1n
...
. . .
...
An1 · · · Ann

 =


φ(A11) · · · φ(A1n)
...
. . .
...
φ(An1) · · · φ(Ann)

 .
We say that φ is completely positive if φn is positive for all n ∈ N. A linear map
φ : B(H1) → B(H2) is completely positive if and only if for all A1, . . . An ∈ B(H1),
f1, . . . , fn ∈ H2, and n ∈ N, we have
n∑
i,j=1
(fi, φ(A
∗
iAj)fj) ≥ 0.
Stinespring’s Theorem asserts that if U is a unital C∗-algebra and φ : U → B(H) is a
unital completely positive map, then φ dilates to a ∗-homomorphism in that there is a
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Hilbert space K, a ∗-homomorphism π : U → B(K), and an isometry V : H → K such
that
φ(A) = V ∗π(A)V
for all A ∈ U.
From the work of Choi ([4]) and Arveson ([1]), we know that a normal linear map
φ : B(H1)→ B(H2) is completely positive if and only if it can be written in the form
φ(A) =
n∑
i=1
SiAS
∗
i
for some n ∈ N ∪ {∞} and maps Si : H1 → H2 which are linearly independent over
ℓ2(N) in the sense that if
∑r≤n
i=1 ziSi = 0 for a sequence {zi}ri=1 ∈ ℓ2(N), then zi = 0 for
all i. With these hypotheses satisfied, the number n is unique. We will use the above
conditions for complete positivity interchangeably.
2.2. Conditionally negative maps
We say a self-adjoint linear map ψ : B(K) → B(K) is conditionally negative if,
whenever
∑m
i=1Aifi = 0 for A1, . . . , Am ∈ B(K), f1, . . . , fm ∈ K, and m ∈ N, we
have
∑m
i=1(fi, ψ(A
∗
iAj)fj) ≤ 0. If K = Cn, then from the literature (see, for example,
Theorem 3.1 of [10]) we know that ψ has the form
ψ(A) = sA+ Y A+AY ∗ −
p∑
i=1
λiSiAS
∗
i ,
where s ∈ R, tr(Y ) = 0, and for all i and j we have λi > 0, tr(Si) = 0 and tr(S∗i Sj) =
nδij , where p ≤ n2 is independent of the maps Si.
This form for ψ is unique in the sense that if ψ is written in the form
ψ(A) = tA+ ZA+AZ∗ −
p∑
i=1
µiTiAT
∗
i ,
where t ∈ R, tr(Z) = 0, and for all i and j we have µi > 0, tr(Ti) = 0, and tr(T ∗i Tj) =
nδij , then s = t, Z = Y , and
∑p
i=1 λiSiAS
∗
i =
∑p
i=1 µiTiAT
∗
i for all A ∈Mn(C). Indeed,
let {vk}nk=1 be any orthonormal basis for Cn, let hk = vk/
√
n for each k, let f ∈ Cn
be arbitrary, and for k = 1, . . . , n, define Ak ∈ Mn(C) by Ak = fh∗k. Using the trace
conditions, we find
n∑
k=1
ψ(Ak)hk =
n∑
k=1
(hk, hk)sf +
n∑
k=1
(hk, hk)Y f +
n∑
k=1
(hk, Y
∗hk)f
−
n∑
k=1
( p∑
i=1
λi(hk, S
∗
i hk)Sif
)
= sf + Y f + 0−
p∑
i=1
( n∑
k=1
λi(hk, S
∗
i hk)Sif
)
= sf + Y f −
p∑
i=1
λi(0)Sif = sf + Y f.
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An analogous computation shows that
∑n
k=1 ψ(Ak)hk = tf + Zf . Since f ∈ Cn was
arbitrary, we conclude (t − s)I = Y − Z. Therefore, tr((t − s)I) = tr(Y − Z) = 0, so
t = s and Y = Z. Consequently,
∑p
i=1 λiSiAS
∗
i =
∑p
i=1 µiTiAT
∗
i for all A ∈Mn(C).
2.3. CP -flows and Bhat’s theorem
Let K be a separable Hilbert space and let H = K ⊗ L2(0,∞). We identify H with
L2((0,∞);K), the space of K-valued measurable functions on (0,∞) which are square
integrable. Under this identification, the inner product on H is
(f, g) =
∫ ∞
0
(f(x), g(x))dx.
Let U = {Ut}t≥0 be the right shift semigroup on H , so for all t ≥ 0 and f ∈ H we have
(Utf)(x) = f(x− t) for x > t and (Utf)(x) = 0 otherwise. Let Λ : B(K)→ B(H) be the
map defined by (Λ(A)f)(x) = e−xAf(x) for all A ∈ B(K), f ∈ H .
Definition 2.1. Assume the above notation. A strongly continuous semigroup α = {αt :
t ≥ 0} of completely positive contractions of B(H) into itself is a CP-flow if αt(A)Ut =
UtA for all A ∈ B(H).
A theorem of Bhat in [3] allows us to generate E0-semigroups from unital CP -flows,
and, more generally, from strongly continuous completely positive semigroups of unital
maps on B(H), called CP -semigroups. We give a reformulation of Bhat’s theorem (see
Theorem 2.1 of [9]):
Theorem 2.2. Suppose α is a unital CP -semigroup of B(H1). Then there is an E0-
semigroup αd of B(H2) and an isometry W : H1 → H2 such that
αt(A) =W
∗αdt (WAW
∗)W
and αt(WW
∗) ≥WW ∗ for all t > 0. If the projection E =WW ∗ is minimal in that the
closed linear span of the vectors
αdt1(EA1E) · · ·αdtn(EAnE)Ef
for f ∈ K,Ai ∈ B(H1) and ti ≥ 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n and n = 1, 2, . . . is H2, then αd
is unique up to conjugacy.
In [8], Powers showed that every spatial E0-semigroup acting on B(H) (for H a sep-
arable Hilbert space) is cocycle conjugate to an E0-semigroup which is a CP -flow, and
that every CP -flow over K arises from a boundary weight map over H = K ⊗ L2(0,∞).
The boundary weight map ρ → ω(ρ) of a CP -flow α associates to every ρ ∈ B(K)∗ a
boundary weight, that is, a linear functional ω(ρ) acting on the null boundary algebra
A(H) =
√
IH − Λ(IK)B(H)
√
IH − Λ(IK)
which is normal in the following sense: If we define a linear functional ℓ(ρ) on B(H) by
ℓ(ρ)(A) = ω(ρ)
(√
IH − Λ(IK)A
√
IH − Λ(IK)
)
,
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then ℓ(ρ) ∈ B(H)∗. If ω(ρ)(IH−Λ(IK)) = ρ(IK) for all ρ ∈ B(K)∗, then α is unital. For
the sake of neatness, we will omit the subscripts H and K from the previous sentence
when they are clear. Let δ be the generator of α, and define Γ : B(H)→ B(H) by Γ(A) =∫∞
0 e
−tUtAU
∗
t . The resolvent Rα := (I − δ)−1 of α satisfies Rα(A) =
∫∞
0 e
−tαt(A)dt for
all A ∈ B(H). Its associated predual map Rˆα is given by
Rˆα(η) = Γˆ(ω(Λˆη) + η) (1)
for all η ∈ B(H)∗.
A CP -flow α over K is entirely determined by a set of normal completely positive
contractions π# = {π#t : t > 0} from B(H) into B(K), called the generalized boundary
representation of α. Its relationship to the boundary weight map is as follows. For
each t > 0, denote by πˆt : B(K)∗ → B(H)∗ the predual map induced by π#t . For the
truncated boundary weight maps ρ→ ωt(ρ) ∈ B(H)∗ defined by
ωt(ρ)(A) = ω(ρ)
(
UtU
∗
t AUtU
∗
t
)
, (2)
we have πˆt = ωt(I + Λˆωt)
−1 and ωt = πˆt(I − Λˆπˆt)−1 for all t > 0. The maps {π#b }b>0
have a σ-strong limit π#0 as b→ 0 for each A ∈
⋃
t>0 UtB(H)U
∗
t , called the normal spine
of α. If α is unital, then the index of αd as an E0-semigroup is equal to the rank of π
#
0
as a completely positive map (Theorem 4.49 of [8]).
Having seen that every CP -flow has an associated boundary weight map, we would
like to approach the situation from the opposite direction. More specifically, under what
conditions is a map ρ → ω(ρ) from B(K)∗ to weights acting on A(H) the boundary
weight map of a CP -flow over K? Powers has found the answer (see Theorem 3.3 of [9]):
Theorem 2.3. If ρ → ω(ρ) is a completely positive mapping from B(K)∗ into weights
on B(H) satisfying ω(ρ)(I −Λ(IK)) ≤ ρ(IK) for all positive ρ ∈ B(K)∗, and if the maps
πˆt := ωt(I + Λˆωt)
−1 are completely positive contractions from B(K)∗ into B(H)∗ for all
t > 0, then ρ→ ω(ρ) is the boundary weight map of a CP -flow over K. The CP -flow is
unital if and only if ω(ρ)(I − Λ(IK)) = ρ(IK) for all ρ ∈ B(K)∗.
If dim(K) = 1, the boundary weight map is just c ∈ C → ω(c) = cω(1), so we may
view our boundary weight map as a single positive boundary weight ω := ω(1) acting on
A(L2(0,∞)). Since the functional ℓ defined on B(H) by
ℓ(A) = ω
(√
I − Λ(1)A
√
I − Λ(1)
)
is positive and normal, it has the form ℓ(A) =
∑n
k=1(fk, Afk) for some mutually orthog-
onal vectors {fk}n∈N∪{∞}k=1 , so
ω
(√
I − Λ(1)A
√
I − Λ(1)
)
=
n∑
k=1
(fk, Afk)
for all A ∈ B(H). If ω is normalized (that is, ω(I−Λ(1)) = 1), then∑nk=1 ||fk||2 = 1. In
[9], Powers induced E0-semigroups using normalized boundary weights over L
2(0,∞).
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The type of E0-semigroup α
d induced by a normalized boundary weight
ω(
√
I − Λ(1)A√I − Λ(1)) = ∑nk=1(fk, Afk) depends on whether ω is bounded in the
sense that for some r > 0 we have |ω(B)| ≤ r||B|| for all B ∈ A(H). Results from
[8] imply that αd is of type In if ω is bounded and of type II0 if ω is unbounded. If
ω is unbounded, then both ωt(I) and ωt(Λ(1)) approach infinity as t approaches zero.
We will focus on normalized unbounded boundary weights over L2(0,∞) of the form
ω(
√
I − Λ(1)A√I − Λ(1)) = (f,Af). We note that, as discussed in detail in [7], such
boundary weights are not normal weights.
If α and β are CP -flows, we say that α ≥ β if αt − βt is completely positive for all
t ≥ 0. The subordinates of a CP -flow are entirely determined by the subordinates of its
generalized boundary representation (see Theorem 3.4 of [9]):
Theorem 2.4. Let α and β be CP -flows over K with generalized boundary representa-
tions π# = {π#t } and ξ# = {ξ#t }, respectively. Then β is subordinate to α if and only if
π#t − ξ#t is completely positive for all t > 0.
Given two unital CP -flows α and β, it is natural to ask when their minimally dilated
E0-semigroups are cocycle conjugate. The following definition from [8] provides us with
a key:
Definition 2.5. Let α and β be CP -flows over K1 and K2, respectively, where H1 =
K1 ⊗ L2(0,∞) and H2 = K2 ⊗ L2(0,∞). We say that a family of linear maps γ = {γt :
t ≥ 0} from B(H2, H1) into itself is a flow corner from α to β if the family of maps
Θ = {Θt : t ≥ 0} defined by
Θt
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
=
(
αt(A11) γt(A12)
γ∗t (A21) βt(A22)
)
is a CP -flow over K1 ⊕K2.
If γ is a flow corner from α to β, we consider subordinates Θ′ = {Θ′t : t ≥ 0} of Θ
that are CP -flows of the form
Θ′t
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
:=
(
α′t(A11) γt(A12)
γ∗t (A21) β
′
t(A22)
)
.
We say that γ is a hyper maximal flow corner from α to β if, for every such subordinate
Θ′ of Θ, we have α = α′ and β = β′.
Our results will involve type II0 E0-semigroups. These are spatial E0-semigroups
which are not semigroups of ∗-automorphisms and have only one unit V = {Vt}t≥0 up
to scaling by etλ for λ ∈ C. In the case that unital CP -flows α and β minimally dilate
to type II0 E0-semigroups, we have a necessary and sufficient condition for α
d and βd to
be cocycle conjugate (Theorem 4.56 of [8]):
Theorem 2.6. Suppose α and β are unital CP -flows over K1 and K2 and α
d and βd
are their minimal dilations to E0-semigroups. Suppose γ is a hyper maximal flow corner
from α to β. Then αd and βd are cocycle conjugate. Conversely, if αd is a type II0 and
αd and βd are cocycle conjugate, then there is a hyper maximal flow corner from α to β.
We will later use this theorem to determine a necessary and sufficient condition for
some of the E0-semigroups we construct to be cocycle conjugate (see Definition 4.4 and
Proposition 4.6).
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3. Our boundary weight map
Recall that a completely positive linear map φ can have negative eigenvalues. More-
over, even if I+tφ is invertible for a given t, it does not necessarily follow that φ(I+tφ)−1
is completely positive. In our boundary weight construction, we will require a special
kind of completely positive map:
Definition 3.1. A linear map φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) is q-positive if φ has no negative
eigenvalues and φ(I + tφ)−1 is completely positive for all t ≥ 0.
Henceforth, we naturally identify a finite-dimensional Hilbert space K with Cn and
B(K ⊗ L2(0,∞)) with Mn(B(L2(0,∞))). Under these identifications, the right shift t
units on K ⊗ L2(0,∞) is the matrix whose ijth entry is δijVt for Vt the right shift on
L2(0,∞). The map Λn×n : B(K)→ B(K⊗L2(0,∞)) sends an n×n matrix B = (bij) ∈
Mn(C) to the matrix Λn×n(B) whose ijth entry is bijΛ(1) ∈ B(L2(0,∞)). The null
boundary algebra A(H) is simply Mn(A(L
2(0,∞))).
Given a boundary weight ν over L2(0,∞), we write Ων,n×k for the map that sends an
n×k matrix A = (Aij) ∈Mn×k(A(L2(0,∞))) to the matrix Ων,n×k(A) ∈Mn×k(C) whose
ijth entry is ν(Aij). We will suppress the integers n and k when they are clear, writing
the above maps as Ων and Λ. In the proposition and corollary that follow, we show
how to construct a CP -flow using a q-positive map φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C), a normalized
boundary weight ν over L2(0,∞), and the map Ων := Ων,n×n : A(H) → Mn(C). The
map Ων is completely positive since ν is positive.
Proposition 3.2. Let H = Cn ⊗ L2(0,∞). Let φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) be a unital
completely positive map with no negative eigenvalues, and let ν be a normalized unbounded
boundary weight over L2(0,∞). Then the map ρ → ω(ρ) from Mn(C)∗ into boundary
weights on A(H) defined by
ω(ρ)(A) = ρ(φ(Ων(A))).
is completely positive. Furthermore, the maps πˆt := ωt(I + Λˆωt)
−1 define normal com-
pletely positive contractions π#t of B(H) into Mn(C) for all t > 0 if and only if φ is
q-positive.
Proof. The map ρ → ω(ρ) is completely positive since it is the composition of two
completely positive maps. Before proving either direction, we let st = νt(Λ(1)) for all
t > 0 and prove the equality
πˆt(ρ) = ρ
(
φ(I + stφ)
−1Ωνt
)
(3)
for all ρ ∈ Mn(C)∗. Denoting by Ut the right shift on H for every t > 0, we claim that
(I + Λˆωt)
−1 = (I + stφˆ)
−1. Indeed, for arbitrary t > 0, B ∈ Mn(C), and ρ ∈ Mn(C)∗,
we have
Λˆωt(ρ)(B) = ρ
(
φ
(
Ων(UtU
∗
t Λ(B)UtU
∗
t )
))
= ρ
(
φ
(
Ωνt
(
Λ(B)
)))
= stρ(φ(B)),
hence Λˆωt = stφˆ and (I + Λˆωt)
−1 = (I + stφˆ)
−1.
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For any t > 0 and A ∈ B(H), we have
πˆt(ρ)(A) = ωt(I + Λˆωt)
−1(ρ)(A) =
(
(I + Λˆωt)
−1(ρ)
)
(φ(Ωνt(A)))
=
(
(I + stφˆ)
−1(ρ)
)
(φ(Ωνt(A))) = ρ
(
(I + stφ)
−1φ(Ωνt(A))
)
= ρ
(
φ(I + stφ)
−1(Ωνt(A))
)
,
establishing (3).
Assume the hypotheses of the backward direction and let t > 0. By construction, πˆt
maps Mn(C)∗ into B(H)∗. It is also a contraction, since for all ρ ∈Mn(C)∗ we have
||πˆt(ρ)|| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ρ(φ(I + stφ)−1Ωνt)∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ||ρ|| ||φ(I + stφ)−1Ωνt ||
= ||ρ|| ||φ(I + stφ)−1Ωνt(I)|| = ||ρ||
∣∣∣∣∣∣φ(I + stφ)−1(νt(I)ICn)∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ||ρ||
∣∣∣∣∣∣ νt(I)
1 + st
ICn
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = ||ρ|| νt(I)
1 + νt(Λ(1))
≤ ||ρ||,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that
νt(I − Λ(1)) ≤ ν(I − Λ(1)) = 1.
Therefore, for every t > 0, πˆt defines a normal contraction π
#
t from B(H) into Mn(C)
satisfying πˆt(ρ) = ρ ◦ π#t for all ρ ∈Mn(C)∗. From Eq.(3) we see π#t = φ(I + stφ)−1Ωνt ,
so π#t is the composition of completely positive maps and is thus completely positive for
all t > 0.
Now assume the hypotheses of the forward direction. By unboundedness of ν, the
(monotonically decreasing) values {st}t>0 form a set equal to either (0,∞) or [0,∞).
Choose any t > 0 such that st > 0. Let T ∈ B(H) be the matrix with ijth entry
(1/νt(I))I, and let κt : Mn(C) → B(H) be the map that sends B = (bij) ∈ Mn(C) to
the matrix κt(B) ∈ B(H) whose ijth entry is (bij/νt(I))I. We note that κt is the Schur
product B → B · T , which is completely positive since T is positive. For all B ∈Mn(C),
we have
φ(I + stφ)
−1(B) = π#t (κt(B)),
so φ(I + stφ)
−1 is the composition of completely positive maps and is thus completely
positive. As noted above, the values {st}t>0 span (0,∞), so φ is q-positive. 
Corollary 3.3. The map ρ → ω(ρ) in Proposition 3.2 is the boundary weight map of
a unital CP -flow α over Cn, and the Bhat minimal dilation αd of α is a type II0 E0-
semigroup.
Proof. The first claim of the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 and
Proposition 3.2 since
ω(ρ)(I − Λ(ICn)) = ρ(φ(ICn)) = ρ(ICn) (4)
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for all ρ ∈ Mn(C)∗. For the second assertion, we note that by Theorem 4.49 of [8],
the index of αd is equal to the rank of the normal spine π#0 of α, where π
#
0 is the σ-
strong limit of the maps {π#b }b>0 for each A ∈
⋃
t>0 UtB(H)U
∗
t . Fix t > 0, and let
A ∈ UtB(H)U∗t . From formula (3),
π#b (A) = φ(I + νb(Λ(1))φ)
−1(Ωνb(A)).
For all b < t we have ||Ωνb(A)|| = ||Ωνt(A)|| < ∞. Since νb(Λ(1)) → ∞ as b → 0, we
conclude limb→0 ||π#b (A)|| = 0, hence π#0 = 0 and the index of α is zero. However, αd
is not completely spatial since α is not derived from the zero boundary weight map (see
Lemma 4.37 and Theorem 4.52 of [8]), so αd is of type II0. 
Given a q-positive φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) and a normalized unbounded boundary
weight ν over L2(0,∞), we call (φ, ν) a boundary weight double. As we have seen, if
φ is unital then the boundary weight double naturally defines a boundary weight map
through the construction of Proposition 3.2, inducing a type II0 E0-semigroup α
d which
is unique up to conjugacy by Theorem 2.2. We should note that it is not necessary for
φ to be unital in order for the boundary weight double to induce a CP -flow: If φ is
any q-positive contraction such that ||νt(I)φ(I + νt(Λ(1))φ)−1|| ≤ 1 for all t > 0, then
the arguments given in the proofs of Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 show that the
boundary weight double (φ, ν) induces a CP -flow α. However, if φ is not unital, then by
Eq.(4) and Theorem 2.3, neither is α.
Motivated by [8], we make the following definition:
Definition 3.4. Suppose α : B(H1)→ B(K1) and β : B(H2)→ B(K2) are normal and
completely positive. Write each A ∈ B(H1 ⊕H2) as A = (Aij), where Aij ∈ B(Hj , Hi)
for each i, j = 1, 2. We say a linear map γ : B(H2, H1) → B(K2,K1) is a corner from
α to β if ψ : B(H1 ⊕H2)→ B(K1 ⊕K2) defined by
ψ
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
=
(
α(A11) γ(A12)
γ∗(A21) β(A22)
)
is a normal completely positive map.
We will repeatedly use the following lemma, which gives us the form of any corner
between normal completely positive contractions of finite index. We believe that this
result is already present in the literature, but we present a proof here for the sake of
completeness:
Lemma 3.5. Let H1, H2,K1, and K2 be separable Hilbert spaces. Let α : B(H1) →
B(K1) and β : B(H2)→ B(K2) be normal completely positive contractions of the form
α(A11) =
n∑
i=1
SiA11S
∗
i , β(A22) =
p∑
j=1
TjA22T
∗
j ,
where n, p ∈ N and the sets of maps {Si}ni=1 and {Tj}pj=1 are both linearly independent.
A linear map γ : B(H2, H1) → B(K2,K1) is a corner from α to β if and only if for all
A12 ∈ B(H2, H1) we have
γ(A12) =
∑
i,j
cijSiA12T
∗
j ,
where C = (cij) ∈Mn×p(C) is any matrix such that ||C|| ≤ 1.
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Proof. For the backward direction, let C = (cij) ∈ Mn×p(C) be any contraction, and
define a linear map γ : B(H2, H1) → B(K2,K1) by γ(A) =
∑
i,j cijSiAT
∗
j . We need to
show that the map
L
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
=
(
α(A11) γ(A12)
γ∗(A21) β(A22)
)
is normal and completely positive. To prove this, we first assume that n ≥ p and
note that by Polar Decomposition we may write Cn×p = Vn×pTp×p, where Vn×p is a
partial isometry of rank p and T is positive. Unitarily diagonalizing T we see Cn×p =
Vn×pW
∗
p×pDp×pWp×p. We may easily add columns to Vn×pW
∗
p×p to form a unitary matrix
in Mn(C), which we call U∗. Defining D˜ = (dij) ∈ Mn×p(C) to be the matrix obtained
from D by adding n−p rows of zeroes, we see U∗D˜ = Vn×pW ∗p×pD, so Cn×p = U∗D˜Wp×p
and
UCn×pW
∗
p×p = D˜.
In other words, ∑
i,j
cijukiwℓj =
{
δkℓdkℓ if k ≤ p
0 if k > p
}
.
Next, define {S′i}ni=1 : H1 → K1 and {Tj}pj=1 : H2 → K2 by
S′i =
n∑
k=1
uikSk, T
′
j =
p∑
ℓ=1
wjℓTj ,
so Si =
∑n
k=1 ukiS
′
k and Tj =
∑p
ℓ=1 wℓjT
′
j for all i and j.
Since U and W are unitary, it follows that ||D|| = ||C|| ≤ 1 and that the maps {S′i}ni=1
are linearly independent, as are the maps {T ′j}pj=1. We observe that for any A11 ∈ B(H1)
and A22 ∈ B(H2),
n∑
i=1
SiA11S
∗
i =
n∑
i=1
S′iA11(S
′
i)
∗ and
p∑
j=1
TjA22T
∗
j =
p∑
j=1
T ′jA22(T
′
j)
∗.
Finally, for any A12 ∈ B(H2, H1), we use our above computations to find that∑
i,j
cijSiA12T
∗
j =
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
cijukiwℓjS
′
kA12(T
′
ℓ)
∗ =
∑
k,ℓ
(∑
i,j
cijukiwℓjS
′
kA12(T
′
ℓ)
∗
)
=
∑
(k≤p),ℓ
(∑
i,j
cijukiwℓjS
′
kA12(T
′
ℓ)
∗
)
+
∑
(k>p),ℓ
(∑
i,j
cijukiwℓjS
′
kA(T
′
ℓ)
∗
)
=
∑
k≤p
dkkS
′
kA12(T
′
k)
∗ + 0 =
p∑
k=1
dkkS
′
kA(T
′
k)
∗.
We have shown that
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L(A) =
( ∑n
i=1 S
′
iA11(S
′
i)
∗
∑p
i=1 diiS
′
iA12(T
′
i )
∗∑p
i=1 diiT
′
iA21(S
′
i)
∗
∑p
i=1 T
′
iA22(T
′
i )
∗
)
for all
A =
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
∈ B(H1 ⊕H2).
For each i = 1, . . . , p, define Zi : H1 ⊕H2 → K1 ⊕K2 by
Zi =
(
diiS
′
i 0
0 T ′i
)
,
so
L(A) =
p∑
i=1
ZiAZ
∗
i +
p∑
i=1
(
(1− |dii|2)S′iA11S′∗i 0
0 0
)
+
n∑
i=p+1
(
S′iA11S
′∗
i 0
0 0
)
.
Since ||D|| ≤ 1, the line above shows that L is the sum of three normal completely
positive maps and is thus normal and completely positive. Therefore, γ is a corner from
α to β. If, on the other hand, n < p, then the same argument we just used shows that
γ∗ is a corner from β to α, which is equivalent to showing that γ is a corner from α to β.
For the forward direction, suppose that γ is a corner from α to β, so the map Υ :
B(H1 ⊕H2)→ B(K1 ⊕K2) defined by
Υ
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
=
( ∑n
i=1 SiA11S
∗
i γ(A12)
γ∗(A21)
∑p
j=1 TjA22T
∗
j
)
is normal and completely positive. Therefore, for some q ∈ N ∪ {∞} and maps Yi :
H1 ⊕H2 → K1 ⊕K2 for i = 1, 2, ..., linearly independent over ℓ2(N), we have
Υ(A˜) =
q∑
i=1
YiA˜Y
∗
i
for all A˜ ∈ B(H1 ⊕H2). For i = 1, 2, let Ei ∈ B(H1 ⊕H2) be projection onto Hi, and
let Fi ∈ B(K1 ⊕ K2) be projection onto Ki. Since α and β are contractions we have
Υ(E1) ≤ F1 and Υ(E2) ≤ F2, so YiEjY ∗i ≤ Fj for each i and j. It follows that each Yi,
i = 1, . . . q, can be written in the form
Yi =
(
S˜i 0
0 T˜i
)
for some S˜i ∈ B(H1,K1) and T˜i ∈ B(H2,K2).
Note that α(A11) =
∑n
i=1 SiA11S
∗
i =
∑q
i=1 S˜iA11S˜i
∗
for all A11 ∈ B(H1). For each
S˜i, define a completely positive map Li by Li(A) = S˜iAS˜
∗
i for A ∈ B(H1). Since α−Li
is completely positive, it follows from the work of Arveson in [1] that S˜i can be written
as
S˜i =
n∑
j=1
rijSj
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for some complex coefficients {rij}nj=1. The same argument shows that for each T˜i we
have
T˜i =
p∑
j=1
bijTj
for some coefficients {bij}pj=1. It now follows from linear independence of the maps
{Yi}qi=1 that q ≤ n + p. Let R = (rij) ∈ Mq×n(C) and B = (bij) ∈ Mq×p(C), and let
A ∈ B(H1). We calculate
n∑
i=1
SiAS
∗
i =
q∑
i=1
S˜iAS˜
∗
i =
q∑
i=1
( n∑
j,k=1
rijrikSjAS
∗
k
)
=
n∑
j,k=1
( q∑
i=1
rijrik
)
SjAS
∗
k . (5)
Let M = RT (RT )∗ ∈ Mn(C), so its jkth entry is mjk =
∑q
i=1 rijrik. Unitarily di-
agonalizing M as UMU∗ = D for some diagonal D and defining maps {S′i}ni=1 by
S′i =
∑n
k=1 uikSk, we see that Eq.(5) and the same linear algebra technique from the
proof of the backward direction yield
n∑
i=1
S′iAS
′∗
i =
n∑
i=1
SiAS
∗
i =
n∑
j,k=1
mjkSjAS
∗
k =
n∑
i=1
diiS
′
iAS
′∗
i .
Therefore D = I and consequentlyM = I, hence ||R|| = 1. An identical argument shows
that ||B|| = 1.
Let
A˜ =
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
∈ B(H1 ⊕H2)
be arbitrary. Let C = (cjk) ∈Mn×p(C) be the matrix C = (B∗R)T , noting that ||C|| ≤ 1.
A straightforward computation of Υ(A˜) =
∑q
i=1 YiA˜Y
∗
i yields
γ(A12) =
q∑
i=1
S′iA12T
′∗
i =
q∑
i=1
(( n∑
j=1
aijSj
)
A12
( p∑
k=1
bikT
∗
k
))
=
∑
j,k
( q∑
i=1
aijbik
)
SjA12T
∗
k =
∑
j,k
cjkSjA12T
∗
k ,
hence γ is of the form claimed. 
4. Comparison theory for q-positive maps
Just as in the general study of various classes of linear operators, it is natural to
impose, and examine, an order structure for q-positive maps. If φ and ψ are q-positive
maps acting on Mn(C), we say that φ q-dominates ψ (and write φ ≥q ψ) if φ(I+ tφ)−1−
ψ(I + tψ)−1 is completely positive for all t ≥ 0. We would like to find the q-positive
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maps with the least complicated structure of q-subordinates. That last statement is not
as simple as it seems. We might think to define a q-positive map φ to be “q-pure” if
φ ≥q ψ ≥q 0 implies ψ = λφ for some λ ∈ [0, 1], but there exist q-positive maps φ such
that for every λ ∈ (0, 1) we have φ q λφ. One such example is the Schur map φ on
M2(C) given by
φ
(
a11 a12
a21 a22
)
=
(
a11 (
1+i
2 )a12
(1−i2 )a21 a22
)
.
As it turns out, every q-positive map is guaranteed to have a one-parameter family of
q-subordinates of a particular form:
Proposition 4.1. Let φ ≥q 0. For each s ≥ 0, let φ(s) = φ(I + sφ)−1. Then φ(s) ≥q 0
for all s ≥ 0. Furthermore, the set {φ(s)}s≥0 is a monotonically decreasing family of
q-subordinates of φ, in the sense that φ(s1) ≥q φ(s2) if s1 ≤ s2.
Proof. For all s ≥ 0 and t ≥ 0, we have
φ(s)(I + tφ(s))−1 = φ(I + sφ)−1
(
I + tφ(I + sφ)−1
)−1
= φ
[(
I + tφ(I + sφ)
)
(I + sφ)
]−1
= φ(I + (s+ t)φ)−1,
which is completely positive by q-positivity of φ. Therefore, φ(s) ≥q 0 for all s ≥ 0.
To prove that φ(s1) ≥q φ(s2) if s1 ≤ s2, we let t ≥ 0 be arbitrary and examine the
map
Φ := φ(s1)(I + tφ(s1))−1 − φ(s2)(I + tφ(s2))−1.
Letting t1 = s1 + t and t2 = s2 + t, we make the following observations:
φ(sj)(I + tφ(sj))−1 = φ(tj) for j = 1, 2, (6)
φ(t1) − φ(t2) = (I + t2φ)−1
(
(I + t2φ)φ − φ(I + t1φ)
)
(I + t1φ)
−1. (7)
Equations (6) and (7) give us
Φ = (I + t2φ)
−1
(
(I + t2φ)φ− φ(I + t1φ)
)
(I + t1φ)
−1
= (I + t2φ)
−1
(
(t2 − t1)φ2
)
(I + t1φ)
−1
= (t2 − t1)
(
φ(I + t2φ)
−1
)(
φ(I + t1φ)
−1
)
.
The last line is a non-negative multiple of a composition of completely positive maps and
is thus completely positive. We conclude that φ(s1) ≥q φ(s2). 
We now have the correct notion of what it means to be q-pure:
Definition 4.2. Let φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) be unital and q-positive. We say that φ is
q-pure if its set of q-subordinates is precisely {0} ∪ {φ(s)}s≥0.
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Lemma 4.3. Let ν be a normalized unbounded boundary weight over L2(0,∞) of the
form
ν(
√
I − Λ(1)B
√
I − Λ(1)) = (f,Bf).
Let φ :Mn(C)→Mn(C) be a q-positive contraction such that ||νt(I)φ(I+νt(Λ(1))φ)−1|| ≤
1 for all t > 0, and let α be the CP -flow derived from the boundary weight double (φ, ν),
with boundary generalized representation π = {π#t }t>0.
Let β be any CP -flow over Cn, with generalized boundary representation ξ# = {ξ#t }t>0
and boundary weight map ρ → η(ρ). Then α ≥ β if and only if β is induced by the
boundary weight double (ψ, ν), where ψ : Mn(C)→Mn(C) is a q-positive map satisfying
φ ≥q ψ.
Proof. As before, for each t > 0 we let st = νt(Λ(1)). Assume the hypotheses of the
backward direction. Then ξ#t = ψ(I + stψ)
−1Ωνt , and the direction now follows from
Theorem 2.4 since the line below is completely positive for all t > 0:
π#t − ξ#t = (φ(I + stφ)−1 − ψ(I + stψ)−1)Ωνt .
Now assume the hypotheses of the forward direction. Recall that by construction of ν, the
set {st}t>0 is decreasing. If st > 0 for all t > 0 we define P =∞. Otherwise, we define P
to be the smallest positive number such that sP = 0. Fix any t0 ∈ (0, P ). Notationally,
write each g ∈ H := Cn ⊗ L2(0,∞) in its components as g(x) = (g1(x), . . . , gn(x)), and
write ft0 for the function Vt0V
∗
t0f ∈ L2(0,∞), where Vt0 is the right shift t0 units on
L2(0,∞). Let Ut0 be the right shift t0 units on H . Under our identifications, Ut0U∗t0 is
the diagonal matrix in Mn(B(L
2(0,∞))) with iith entries Vt0V ∗t0 . Define S : H → Cn by
Sg = ((ft0 , g1), . . . , (ft0 , gn)),
noting that Ωνt0 (A) = SAS
∗ for all A ∈ B(H). Since φ(I+st0φ)−1 is completely positive,
we know it has the form φ(I + st0φ)
−1(M) =
∑m
i=1 RiMR
∗
i for some R1, . . . , Rm ∈
Mn(C). Therefore,
π#t0(A) =
(
φ(I + st0φ)
−1
)
(Ωνt0 (A)) =
m∑
i=1
RiSAS
∗R∗i .
The map ξ#t0 is a subordinate of π
#
t0 , so from Arveson’s work in metric operator spaces
in [1], we know that ξ#t0 has the form
ξ#t0 (A) =
m∑
i,j=1
cijRiSAS
∗R∗j ,
for some complex numbers {cij}. Let Lt0 be the map Lt0(M) =
∑
i,j cijRiMR
∗
j , noting
that ξ#t0 (A) = Lt0(SAS
∗) = Lt0(Ωνt0 (A)) for all A ∈ B(H).
Defining ψt0 : Mn(C)→Mn(C) by ψt0 = (I − ξ#t0Λ)−1Lt0 , we find that for arbitrary
A ∈ B(H) and A´ ∈Mn(C),
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ηt0(ρ)(A) =
(
ξˆt0(I − Λˆξˆt0)−1
)
(ρ)(A) = ρ
(
(I − ξ#t0Λ)−1(ξ#t0 (A))
)
= ρ
(
(I − ξ#t0Λ)−1Lt0(Ωνt0 (A))
)
= ρ(ψt0(Ωνt0A)) (8)
and
Λˆηt0(ρ)(A´) = ηt0(ρ)(Λ(A´)) = ρ
(
ψt0(Ωνt0 (Λ(A´)))
)
= st0ρ(ψt0(A´)), (9)
so Λˆηt0 = st0 ψˆt0 .
Using formulas (8) and (9) and the fact that ξˆt0 = ηt0(I + Λˆηt0)
−1, we find
ρ(ξ#t0 ) = ξˆt0(ρ) = ηt0(I + Λˆηt0)
−1(ρ) =
(
(I + Λˆηt0)
−1(ρ)
)
(ψt0Ωνt0 )
=
(
(I + st0ψˆt0)
−1(ρ)
)
(ψt0Ωνt0 ) = ρ
(
(I + st0ψt0)
−1ψt0Ωνt0
)
= ρ
(
ψt0(I + st0ψt0)
−1Ωνt0
)
for all ρ ∈Mn(C)∗, hence ξ#t0 = ψt0(I + st0ψt0)−1Ωνt0 .
We now show that the maps {ψt}t>0 are constant on the interval (0, P ). Let t ∈ [t0, P )
be arbitrary. For each A´ = (aij) ∈ Mn(C), let A ∈ B(H) be the matrix with ijth entry
(aij/νt(I))VtV
∗
t . Let ρ ∈Mn(C)∗. Straightforward computations using formula (2) yield
Ωt0(A) = Ωt(A) = A´ and ηt0(ρ)(A) = ηt(ρ)(A). Combining these equalities gives us
ρ(ψt0(A´)) = ρ(ψt0Ωνt0 (A)) = ηt0(ρ)(A)
= ηt(ρ)(A) = ρ(ψtΩνt(A)) = ρ(ψt(A´)).
Since the above formula holds for every A´ ∈Mn(C) and ρ ∈Mn(C)∗, we have ψt0 = ψt.
But both t0 ∈ (0, P ) and t ∈ [t0, P ) were chosen arbitrarily, so the previous sentence
shows that ψt = ψt0 for all t ∈ (0, P ).
Letting ψ = ψt0 , we have
ξ#t = ψ(I + stψ)
−1Ωνt (10)
for all t ∈ (0, P ). Defining κt as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we observe that ψ(I +
stψ)
−1 = ξ#t κt for all t ∈ (0, P ), where the right hand side is completely positive by
hypothesis. Since every t ∈ (0,∞) can be written as t = st′ for some t′ ∈ (0, P ), it follows
that ψ(I + tψ)−1 is completely positive for all t > 0. Furthermore, ψ(I + stψ)
−1 → ψ
in norm as t→∞, hence ψ ≥q 0. Similarly, since π#t − ξ#t is completely positive for all
t > 0 by assumption, it follows from our formula
φ(I + stφ)
−1 − ψ(I + stψ)−1 = (π#t − ξ#t )κt
that φ(I + stφ)
−1 − ψ(I + stψ)−1 is completely positive for all t > 0, and so its norm
limit (as t→∞) φ−ψ is completely positive. Therefore, φ ≥q ψ. Finally, since the CP -
flow β is entirely determined by its generalized boundary representation ξ#, which itself
is determined by any sequence {ξ#tn} with tn tending to 0 (see the remarks preceding
Theorem 4.29 of [8]), it follows from (10) that β is induced by the boundary weight
double (ψ, ν). 
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In a manner analogous to that used by Powers in [9] and [8], we define the terms
q-corner and hyper maximal q-corner :
Definition 4.4. Let φ : Mn(C)→Mn(C) and ψ : Mk(C)→Mk(C) be q-positive maps.
A corner γ : Mn×k(C) → Mn×k(C) from φ to ψ is said to be a q-corner from φ to ψ if
the map
Υ
(
An×n Bn×k
Ck×n Dk×k
)
=
(
φ(An×n) γ(Bn×k)
γ∗(Ck×n) ψ(Dk×k)
)
is q-positive. A q-corner γ is called hyper maximal if, whenever
Υ ≥q Υ′ =
(
φ′ γ
γ∗ ψ′
)
≥q 0,
we have Υ = Υ′.
Proposition 4.5. For any q-positive φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) and unitary U ∈ Mn(C),
define a map φU by
φU (A) = U
∗φ(UAU∗)U.
1. The map φU is q-positive, and there is an order isomorphism between q-positive
maps β such that φ ≥q β and q-positive maps βU such that φU ≥ βU . In particular,
φ is q-pure if and only if φU is q-pure.
2. If φ is unital and q-pure, then there is a hyper maximal q-corner from φ to φU .
Proof. To prove the first assertion, we define a completely positive map ζ on Mn(C)
by ζ(A) = U∗AU , noting that ζ−1 is also completely positive. For every t ≥ 0 and
A ∈Mn(C), we find that (I + tφU )−1(A) = U∗(I + tφ)−1(UAU∗)U and
φU (I + tφU )
−1(A) = U∗φ
(
U(U∗(I + tφ)−1(UAU∗)U)U∗
)
U
= U∗φ(I + tφ)−1(UAU∗)U
= ζ ◦ φ(I + tφ)−1 ◦ ζ−1(A), (11)
so φU ≥q 0. Given any q-positive map β such that φ ≥q β, define βU by βU (A) =
U∗β(UAU∗)U . Then βU is q-positive by (11), and for each t ≥ 0 we have
φU (I + tφU )
−1 − βU (I + tβU )−1 = ζ ◦ (φ(I + tφ)−1 − β(I + tβ)−1) ◦ ζ−1,
hence φU ≥q βU . Of course, since φ = (φU )U∗ , the argument just used gives an identical
correspondence between q-subordinates α of φU and q-subordinates αU∗ of φ. Our first
assertion now follows.
To prove the second statement, we define γ :Mn(C)→Mn(C) by γ(A) = φ(AU∗)U .
By Lemma 3.5, γ is a corner from φ to φU , so the map
Θ
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
=
(
φ(A11) γ(A12)
γ∗(A21) φU (A22)
)
is completely positive. We calculate γ(I + tγ)−1(A) = φ(I + tφ)−1(AU∗)U , so for each
t ≥ 0 and A˜ = (Aij) ∈M2n(C), we have
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Θ(I + tΘ)−1(A˜) =
(
φ(I + tφ)−1(A11) φ(I + tφ)
−1(A12U
∗)U
U∗φ(I + tφ)−1(UA21) φU (I + tφU )
−1(A22)
)
.
This shows that γ(I + tγ)−1 is a corner from φ(I + tφ)−1 to φU (I + tφU )
−1 for all t ≥ 0,
so γ is a q-corner. Finally, if
Θ′
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
=
(
α(A11) γ(A12)
γ∗(A21) β(A22)
)
is q-positive and Θ ≥q Θ′, then since φ and φU are q-pure we have α = φ(I + tφ)−1 for
some t ≥ 0 and β = φU (I + sφU )−1 for some s ≥ 0. Complete positivity of Θ′ implies
that
Θ′
(
I U
U∗ I
)
=
( 1
1+tI U
U∗ 11+sI
)
≥ 0,
so s = t = 0 and Θ = Θ′, hence γ is hyper maximal. 
We have arrived at the key result of the section, which tells us that, under certain
conditions, the problem of determining whether two E0-semigroups induced by boundary
weight doubles are cocycle conjugate can be reduced to the much simpler problem of
finding hyper maximal q-corners between q-positive maps:
Proposition 4.6. Let ν be a normalized unbounded boundary weight over L2(0,∞)
which has the form ν(
√
I − Λ(1)B√I − Λ(1)) = (f,Bf). Let φ and ψ be unital q-
positive maps on Mn(C) and Mk(C), respectively, and induce CP -flows α and β through
the boundary weight doubles (φ, ν) and (ψ, ν).
Then αd and βd are cocycle conjugate if and only if there is a hyper maximal q-corner
from φ to ψ.
Proof. Let N = n + k. For the forward direction, suppose αd and βd are cocycle
conjugate. Since αd and βd are of type II0, we know from Theorem 2.6 that there is a
hyper maximal flow corner σ from α to β, with associated CP -flow
Θ =
(
α σ
σ∗ β
)
.
Let Π# = {Π#t }, π# = {π#t }, and ξ# = {ξ#t } be the generalized boundary representa-
tions for Θ, α, and β, respectively. Define st = νt(Λ(1)) for all positive t, so for each
t > 0 there is some Zt such that
Π#t =
(
π#t Zt
Z∗t ξ
#
t
)
=
(
φ(I + stφ)
−1 ◦ Ωνt,n×n Zt
Z∗t ψ(I + stψ)
−1 ◦ Ωνt,k×k
)
.
Since each Zt is a corner from φ(I + stφ)
−1 ◦Ωνt,n×n to ψ(I + stφ)−1 ◦Ωνt,k×k, we have
Zt = Lt ◦ Ωνt,n×k for some Lt. Define Bt for each t > 0 by
Bt =
(
φ(I + stφ)
−1 Lt
L∗t ψ(I + stψ)
−1
)
.
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We observe that Π#t = Bt ◦ Ωνt,N×N for all t > 0, whereby the same argument given in
the proof of Lemma 4.3 shows that each Bt has the form Bt =Wt(I + stWt)
−1 for some
Wt : Mn(C)→ Mn(C) and that the maps Wt are independent of t. Therefore, for some
γ :Mn×k(C)→Mn×k(C), we have
Zt = γ(I + stγ)
−1 ◦ Ωνt,n×k
for all t > 0. Define κt,N×N :MN (C)→ B(H) as in Proposition 3.2. Letting
ϑ =
(
φ γ
γ∗ ψ
)
,
we observe for each t that ϑ(I + stϑ)
−1 = Π#t ◦ κt,N×N is the composition of completely
positive maps and is thus completely positive, hence ϑ ≥q 0. Suppose that for some map
ϑ′ we have
ϑ ≥q ϑ′ =
(
φ′ γ
γ∗ ψ′
)
≥q 0.
As in Proposition 3.2, the boundary weight map ρ ∈ MN (C)∗ → L(ρ) defined by
L(ρ)(C) = ρ(ϑ′(Ων,N×N (C)) induces a CP -flow Θ
′ over CN , where for some CP -flows
α′ over Cn and β′ over Ck, we have
Θ′ =
(
α′ σ
σ∗ β′
)
.
By Lemma 4.3, we have Θ ≥ Θ′ since ϑ ≥q ϑ′. But Θ is a hyper maximal flow cor-
ner, so Θ = Θ′. Our formulas for the generalized boundary representations imply that
φ(I + tφ)−1 = φ′(I + tφ′)−1 and ψ(I + tψ)−1 = ψ′(I + tψ′)−1 for all t > 0, hence φ = φ′
and ψ = ψ′. We conclude that γ is a hyper maximal q-corner.
For the backward direction, suppose there is a hyper maximal q-corner γ from φ to
ψ, so the map Υ :MN (C)→MN (C) defined by
Υ
(
An×n Bn×k
Ck×n Dk×k
)
=
(
φ(An×n) γ(Bn×k)
γ∗(Ck×n) ψ(Dk×k)
)
is q-positive. By Proposition 3.2, the boundary weight map ρ ∈MN (C)∗ → Ξ(ρ) defined
by
Ξ(ρ)(A) = ρ(Υ(Ων,N×N (A)))
is the boundary weight map of a CP -flow θ over CN , where for some Σ we have
θ =
(
α Σ
Σ∗ β
)
.
Let
θ′ =
(
α′ Σ
Σ∗ β′
)
be any CP -flow such that θ ≥ θ′. Letting Zt = γ(I + stγ)−1 ◦ Ωνt,n×k for all t > 0, we
see the generalized boundary representations Π# = {Π#t } and Π′ = {Π′t} for θ and θ′
satisfy
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Π#t =
(
π#t Zt
Z∗t ξ#t
)
≥ Π′t =
(
π′t Zt
Z∗t ξ′t
)
for all t > 0. Lemma 4.3 implies that for some φ′ and ψ′ with φ ≥q φ′ ≥q 0 and
ψ ≥q ψ′ ≥q 0 we have π′t = φ′(I + stφ′)−1 ◦ Ωνt,n×n and ξ′t = ψ′(I + stψ′)−1 ◦ Ωνt,k×k
for all t > 0. Defining Υ′ :MN(C)→MN (C) by
Υ′
(
An×n Bn×k
Ck×n Dk×k
)
=
(
φ′(An×n) γ(Bn×k)
γ∗(Ck×n) ψ
′(Dk×k)
)
,
we observe that Π′t ◦ κνt,N×N = Υ′(I + stΥ′)−1 for all st > 0, hence γ is a q-corner from
φ′ to ψ′. Hyper maximality of γ implies φ = φ′ and ψ = ψ′, thus θ = θ′. Therefore,
σ is a hyper maximal flow corner from α to β, so αd and βd are cocycle conjugate by
Theorem 2.6. 
5. E0-semigroups obtained from rank one unital q-pure maps
Any unital linear map φ :Mn(C)→Mn(C) of rank one is of the form φ(A) = τ(A)I
for some linear functional τ . If φ is positive, then τ is positive and τ(I) = 1, so τ is a
state. On the other hand, given any state ρ, the map φ defined by φ(A) = ρ(A)I is unital
and completely positive. Furthermore, φ is q-positive since φ(I + tφ)−1 = (1/(1 + t))φ
for all t > 0. The rank one unital q-positive maps are therefore precisely the maps
A→ ρ(A)I for states ρ.
The goal of this section is to determine when such maps are q-pure, and then to deter-
mine when the E0-semigroups induced by (φ, ν) and (ψ, ν) are cocycle conjugate, where
φ and ψ are rank one unital q-pure maps and ν is a normalized unbounded boundary
weight of the form ν(
√
I − Λ(1)B√I − Λ(1)) = (f,Bf) (Theorem 5.4). We also obtain
a partial result for comparing E0-semigroups induced by (φ, ν) and (ψ, µ) for rank one
unital q-pure maps φ and ψ and any normalized unbounded boundary weights ν and µ
over L2(0,∞) (Corollary 5.5).
We begin with a lemma:
Lemma 5.1. Let ρ be a faithful state on Mn(C), and define a unital q-positive map
φ :Mn(C)→Mn(C) by φ(A) = ρ(A)I. For any non-zero positive linear functional τ on
Mn(C) and non-zero positive operator C ∈ Mn(C), define ψτ,C : Mn(C) → Mn(C) by
ψτ,C(A) = τ(A)C.
Then ψτ,C is q-positive, and φ ≥q ψτ,C if and only if ψτ,C = λφ for some λ ∈ (0, 1].
Proof. Note that for all A ∈ Mn(C) and t ≥ 0, we have (I + tψτ,C)−1(A) = A −
tτ(A)/(1 + tτ(C))C, so
ψτ,C(I + tψτ,C)
−1(A) =
τ(A)
1 + tτ(C)
C, (12)
hence ψτ,C is q-positive. It follows from (12) that φ(I + tφ)
−1(A) = (ρ(A)/(1 + t))I for
all A ∈Mn(C).
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Assume the hypotheses of the forward direction. Since φ ≥q ψτ,C , we have
ρ(A)I
1 + t
≥ τ(A)C
1 + tτ(C)
(13)
for all t ≥ 0 and A ≥ 0. This is impossible if τ(C) = 0, so we may assume τ(C) 6= 0.
Letting t→∞ in (13) yields
ρ(A)I ≥ τ(A)C
τ(C)
(14)
for all A ≥ 0. Setting A = C in (14), we see ρ(C)I − C ≥ 0, yet
ρ
(
ρ(C)I − C
)
= ρ(C)− ρ(C) = 0,
hence C = ρ(C)I by faithfulness of ρ. Rewriting (14) as
ρ(A)I ≥ τ(A)
τ(ρ(C)I)
ρ(C)I =
τ(A)
||τ || I
for all A ≥ 0, we see that ρ− τ/||τ || is a positive linear functional. Therefore,∣∣∣∣∣∣ρ− τ||τ ||
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = ρ(I)− τ(I)||τ || = 1− 1 = 0,
hence τ = ||τ ||ρ. Setting t = 0 and A = I in (13) gives us ||τ || = τ(I) = λ/ρ(C) for some
λ ∈ (0, 1]. Therefore,
ψτ,C(A) = τ(A)C = ||τ ||ρ(A)ρ(C)I = λρ(A)I = λφ(A)
for all A ∈Mn(C), proving the forward direction.
The backward direction follows from Proposition 4.1 since λφ = φ(−1+1/λ) for every
λ ∈ (0, 1]. 
Remark: Let ψ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) be a non-zero q-positive contraction such that
the maps Lψt := tψ(I+tψ)
−1 satisfy ||Lψt || < 1 for all t > 0. By compactness of the unit
ball of B(Mn(C)), the maps Lψt have some norm limit as t → ∞. This limit is unique:
Pick any orthonormal basis with respect to the trace inner product (A,B) = tr(A∗B) of
Mn(C), and let Mt be the n2 × n2 matrix of Lψt with respect to this basis. From the
cofactor formula for (I + tψ)−1, we know that the ijth entry of Mt is a rational function
rij(t). Uniqueness of limt→∞ Lψt now follows from the fact that each rij(t) has a unique
limit as t→∞. We call this limit Lψ. Noting that
tψ = Lψt(I − Lψt)−1 = Lψt + L2ψt + . . .
for each t > 0, we claim that Lψ fixes a positive element T of norm one. To prove this,
we first observe for each k ∈ N and t > 0 that
t||ψ|| = t||ψ(I)|| ≤ ||Lψt(I)||+ . . .+ ||(Lψt)k−1(I)||+ k
∞∑
n=1
||(Lψt)kn(I)||
< (k − 1) + k
∞∑
n=1
||(Lψt)k(I)||n,
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hence
1 = lim
t→∞
||(Lψt)k(I)|| = ||(Lψ)k(I)||.
Therefore, all elements of the sequence {Tk}k∈N defined by Tk = (Lψ)k(I) satisfy Tk ≥ 0
and ||Tk|| = 1. Since Tk − Tk+1 = (Lψ)k(I − T1) ≥ 0 for all k, the sequence {Tk}k∈N
is monotonically decreasing and therefore has a positive norm limit T with ||T || = 1.
Finally, Lψ fixes T since Lψ(T ) = limk→∞ L
k+1
ψ (I) = T . The information at hand
suffices in showing that a large class of maps is q-pure:
Proposition 5.2. Let ρ be a state on Mn(C), and define a q-positive map φ on Mn(C)
by φ(A) = ρ(A)I. Then φ is q-pure if and only if ρ is faithful.
Proof. For the forward direction, we prove the contrapositive. If ρ is not faithful, then
for some k < n and mutually orthogonal vectors f1, . . . , fk with
∑k
i=1 ||fi||2 = 1, we
have ρ(A) =
∑k
i=1(fi, Afi) for all A ∈ Mn(C). Let P be the projection onto the k-
dimensional subspace of Cn spanned by the vectors f1, . . . , fk, and define a q-positive
map ψ :Mn(C)→Mn(C) by ψ(A) = ρ(A)P . For each t ≥ 0 and A ∈Mn(C), we find
(φ(t) − ψ(t))(A) = 1
1 + t
(φ(A) − ψ(A)) = 1
1 + t
ρ(A)(I − P ),
so φ ≥q ψ. Obviously, ψ 6= φ(s) for any s ≥ 0, so φ is not q-pure.
To prove the backward direction, suppose φ ≥q ψ ≥q 0 for some ψ 6= 0, and form
Lψ and Lφ. Since Lφt = (t/(1+ t))φ for each t > 0, we have Lφ = φ. The map Lφt−Lψt
is completely positive for all t, so by taking its limit as t→∞ we see φ−Lψ is completely
positive. By the remarks preceding this proposition, we know that Lψ fixes a positive
T with ||T || = 1. But (φ − Lψ)(T ) = ρ(T )I − T ≥ 0, so ρ(T ) = 1, hence T = I by
faithfulness of ρ.
By complete positivity of φ−Lψ, we have ||φ−Lψ || = ||φ(I)−Lψ(I)|| = 0, so φ = Lψ.
Therefore,
0 = lim
t→∞
(
(φ− Lψt)
(I
t
+ ψ
))
= lim
t→∞
(
φ
(I
t
+ ψ
)
− Lψt
(I
t
+ ψ
))
= lim
t→∞
(φ
t
+ φψ − tψ(I + tψ)−1
(I
t
+ ψ
))
= lim
t→∞
φ
t
+ φψ − ψ
= φψ − ψ. (15)
Letting τ be the positive linear functional τ = ρ ◦ ψ, we conclude from (15) that
ψ(A) = ρ(ψ(A))I = τ(A)I for all A ∈ Mn(C). Lemma 5.1 implies that ψ = λφ =
φ(−1+1/λ) for some λ ∈ (0, 1]. 
To prove the main result of the section, we need the following:
Lemma 5.3. Let φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) and ψ : Mk(C) → Mk(C) be rank one unital
q-pure maps, and let ν and µ be normalized unbounded boundary weights over L2(0,∞).
If the boundary weight doubles (φ, ν) and (ψ, µ) induce cocycle conjugate E0-semigroups
αd and βd, then there is a corner γ from φ to ψ such that ||γ|| = 1.
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Proof. By construction, αd and βd are type II0 E0-semigroups. If they are cocycle
conjugate, then by Theorem 2.6, there is a hyper maximal flow corner σ from α to β
with associated CP -flow Θ over K1 ⊕K2, where
Θ =
(
α σ
σ∗ β
)
.
Let H1 = Cn ⊗ L2(0,∞) and H2 = Ck ⊗ L2(0,∞). Write the boundary representation
Π = {Π#t } for Θ as
Π#t =
(
1
1+νt(Λ(1))
φ ◦Ωνt,n×n Zt
Z∗t
1
1+µt(Λ(1))
ψ ◦ Ωµt,k×k
)
for some maps {Zt}t>0 from B(H2, H1) into B(K2,K1). Let ρ11 → ω(ρ11) and ρ22 →
η(ρ22) denote the boundary weight maps for α and β, respectively. Let ρ→ Ξ(ρ) be the
boundary weight map for Θ, so for some map ρ12 → ℓ(ρ12) from Mn×k(C)∗ to weights
on B(H2, H1) we have
Ξ
(
ρ11 ρ12
ρ21 ρ22
)
=
(
ω(ρ11) ℓ(ρ12)
ℓ∗(ρ21) η(ρ22)
)
.
Denote by Ut the right shift t units onH , and let π
# and ξ# be the generalized bound-
ary representations for α and β, respectively. For every A = (Aij) ∈
⋃
t>0UtB(H)U
∗
t
and bounded family of functionals {ρ(t) = (ρij(t))}t>0 in Mn+k(C)∗, we observe that
the argument used in Corollary 3.3 to show that π#0 = ξ
#
0 = 0 implies
lim
t→0
ωt(I + Λˆωt)
−1(ρ11(t))(A11) = lim
t→0
ηt(I + Λˆηt)
−1(ρ22(t))(A22) = 0,
so by complete positivity of the generalized boundary representation, we have
lim
t→0
ℓt(I + Λˆℓt)
−1(ρ12(t))(A12) = 0. (16)
We claim that ρ12 → ℓ(ρ12) is unbounded. If ℓ is bounded, then for each ρ12 ∈
Mn×k(C)∗, the family ρ12(t) := (I + Λˆℓt)(ρ12) is bounded, and it follows from (16) that
lim
t→0
ℓt(ρ12)(A12) = 0 (17)
for each A12 ∈
⋃
t>0WtB(H2, H1)X
∗
t , where Wt and Xt are the right shift t units on
H1 and H2, respectively. Let A12 ∈
⋃
t>0WtB(H2, H1)X
∗
t , so A12 = WsBX
∗
s for some
s > 0 and B ∈ B(H2, H1). For all b < s, we have
ℓb(ρ12)(A12) = ℓb(ρ12)(WsBX
∗
s ) = ℓ(ρ12)(WbW
∗
bWsBX
∗
sXbX
∗
b )
= ℓ(ρ12)(WbWs−bBX
∗
s−bX
∗
b ) = ℓ(ρ12)(WsBX
∗
s )
= ℓ(ρ12)(A12).
Therefore, by equation (17) we have ℓ(ρ12)(A12) = 0. Let A ∈ B(H2, H1), ρ12 ∈
Mn×k(C)∗, and t > 0 be arbitrary. From above we have
ℓt(ρ12)(A) = ℓ(ρ12)(WtAX
∗
t ) = 0,
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hence ℓt ≡ 0 for all t > 0. We conclude from uniqueness of the generalized boundary
representation that ρ12 → ℓ(ρ12) is the zero map. The boundary weight map ρ→ Ξ′(ρ)
defined by
Ξ′
(
ρ11 ρ12
ρ21 ρ22
)
=
(
ω(ρ11) 0
0 0
)
gives rise to the CP -flow
Θ′ =
(
α σ
σ∗ β′,
)
where β′ is the non-unital CP -flow β′t(A22) = XtA22X
∗
t . Trivially, Θ 6= Θ′ and Θ ≥ Θ′,
contradicting hyper maximality of σ. Therefore, the map ρ12 → ℓ(ρ12) is unbounded.
Since Π#t is a contraction for every t > 0, so is Zt, hence the map Zt ◦Λ :Mn×k(C)→
Mn×k(C) is a contraction for each t > 0. A compactness argument shows that Ztn ◦ Λ
has a norm limit γ for some sequence {tn} tending to zero, where ||γ|| ≤ 1. From
unboundedness of ℓ and the formula ℓt = Zˆt(I− ΛˆZˆt)−1 for all t > 0, it follows that I−γ
is not invertible, so ||γ|| ≥ 1, hence ||γ|| = 1. We claim that γ is a corner from φ to ψ.
Indeed, for the family of completely positive maps {Rt}t>0 defined by Rt = Π#t ◦ Λ, we
have
lim
n→∞
Rtn = lim
n→∞
(
νtn (Λ(1))
1+νtn (Λ(1))
φ Ztn ◦ Λ
(Ztn ◦ Λ)∗ µtn (Λ(1))1+µtn (Λ(1))ψ.
)
=
(
φ γ
γ∗ ψ
)
.

If ν is a normalized unbounded boundary weight over L2(0,∞) of the form
ν(
√
I − Λ(1)B√I − Λ(1)) = (f,Bf) and if φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) is unital and q-pure,
we know from Propositions 4.5 and 4.6 that the condition ψ = φU is sufficient for the
boundary weight doubles (φ, ν) and (ψ, ν) to induce cocycle conjugate E0-semigroups.
In the case that φ is a rank one unital q-pure map, this condition is also necessary:
Theorem 5.4. Let φ1 : Mn(C)→Mn(C) and φ2 : Mk(C)→Mk(C) be rank one unital
q-pure maps. Let ν be a normalized unbounded boundary weight over L2(0,∞) of the
form ν(
√
I − Λ(1)B√I − Λ(1)) = (f,Bf).
Then the boundary weight doubles (φ1, ν) and (φ2, ν) induce cocycle conjugate E0-
semigroups if and only if n = k and φ2 = (φ1)U for some unitary U ∈Mn(C).
Proof. The backward direction follows immediately from Propositions 4.5 and 4.6.
Assume the hypotheses of the forward direction. Since φ1 and φ2 are rank one, uni-
tal, and q-pure, there exist faithful states ρ1 on Mn(C) and ρ2 on Mk(C) such that
φ1(M) = ρ1(M)In×n and φ2(B) = ρ2(B)Ik×k for all M ∈ Mn(C), B ∈ Mk(C).
By Lemma 5.3, there is a corner γ from φ1 to φ2 such that ||γ|| = 1. Therefore,
for some A0 ∈ Mn×k(C) of norm one and unit vectors f0 ∈ Cn and g0 ∈ Ck, we
have |(f0, γ(A0)g0)| = 1. Define ω ∈ Mn×k(C)∗ by ω(A) = (f0, γ(A)g0), noting that
||ω|| = |ω(A0)| = 1. We claim that the map ψ˜ :Mn+k(C)→M2(C) defined by
ψ˜
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
=
(
ρ1(A11) ω(A12)
ω∗(A21) ρ2(A22)
)
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is completely positive. To see this, let {F˜i}ℓi=1 be arbitrary vectors in C2, writing each
F˜i as
F˜i =
(
λ1i
λ2i
)
for some complex numbers {λ1i}ℓi=1 and {λ2i}ℓi=1.
Since the map ψ :Mn+k(C)→Mn+k(C) defined by
ψ
(
A11 A12
A21 A22
)
=
(
ρ1(A11)I γ(A12)
γ∗(A21) ρ2(A22)I
)
is completely positive by assumption, we know that for any A1, . . . , Aℓ ∈ Mn+k(C) and
the vectors
Fi =
(
λ1if0
λ2ig0
)
∈ Cn+k, i = 1, . . . , k,
we have
ℓ∑
i,j=1
(
Fi, ψ(A
∗
iAj)Fj
)
≥ 0.
However, for each i and j we find that(
Fi, ψ(A
∗
iAj)Fj
)
Cn+k
= λ1iλ1jρ1((A
∗
iAj)11) + λ1iλ2jω((A
∗
iAj)12)
+λ2iλj1ω([(A∗iAj)21]
∗) + λ2iλ2jρ2((A
∗
iAj)22)
=
(
F˜i, ψ˜(A
∗
iAj)F˜j
)
C2
.
Therefore, for all ℓ ∈ N, A1, . . . , Aℓ ∈ Mn+k(C), and F˜1, . . . , F˜ℓ ∈ C2 , we have∑ℓ
i,j=1
(
F˜i, ψ˜(A
∗
iAj)F˜j
)
≥ 0, so ψ˜ : M2n(C) → M2(C) is completely positive. Since
ρ1 and ρ2 are positive linear functionals (hence completely positive maps), ω is a corner
from ρ1 to ρ2.
By faithfulness of ρ1 and ρ2, there exist monotonically increasing sequences of strictly
positive numbers {λi}ni=1 and {µj}kj=1 with
∑n
i=1 λ
2
i =
∑k
j=1 µ
2
j = 1, along with or-
thonormal sets of vectors {fi}ni=1 and {gj}kj=1, such that ρ1(M) =
∑n
i=1 λ
2
i (fi,Mfi) and
ρ2(B) =
∑k
j=1 µ
2
j(gj , Bgj) for all M ∈ Mn(C), B ∈ Mk(C). Given A ∈ Mn×k(C), let
A˜ be the matrix whose jith entry is (fi, Agj), observing that ||A˜|| = ||A||. Let Dλ and
Dµ be the diagonal matrices whose iith entries are λi and µi, respectively, for all i, and
let Dλ2 and Dµ2 be the diagonal matrices whose iith entries are λ
2
i and µ
2
i , respectively,
observing that Dλ2 = (Dλ)
2 and Dµ2 = (Dµ)
2.
By Proposition 3.5, ω has the form
ω(A) =
∑
i,j
cijλiµj(fi, Agj) = tr(CDµA˜Dλ) = tr
(
CDµ(DλA˜
∗)∗
)
for some C = (cij) ∈Mn×k(C) such that ||C|| ≤ 1.
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By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for the inner product (B,A) = tr(AB∗) on
Mn×k(C), we have
1 = |ω(A0)|2 = |tr(CDµ(DλA˜0∗)∗)|2 = |(CDµ, DλA˜0∗)|2
≤ (CDµ, CDµ)(DλA˜0∗, DλA˜0∗) = tr(DµC∗CDµ)tr(DλA˜0∗A˜0Dλ)
≤ tr(Dµ2Ik)tr(Dλ2In) ≤ 1 ∗ 1 = 1. (18)
Since equality holds in all the inequalities above, we have mCDµ = DλA˜0
∗
for some
m ∈ C. It follows from (18) that |m| = 1 since ||CDµ||tr = ||DλA˜0∗||tr = 1. Furthermore,
since equality holds in (18) and the trace map is faithful, we have C∗C = Ik and A˜0
∗
A˜0 =
In. But C ∈Mn×k(C) and A˜0∗ ∈Mn×k(C), so n = k, hence C and A˜0 are unitary.
Writing Dλ = mCDµA˜0 = (mCA˜0)(A˜0
∗
DµA˜0), we observe that mCA˜0 is unitary
and A˜0
∗
DµA˜0 is positive. Uniqueness of the right Polar Decomposition for the invertible
matrix Dλ implies
Dλ = A˜0
∗
DµA˜0.
Since the diagonal entries in Dλ and Dµ are listed in increasing order, it follows that
Dλ = Dµ, hence ρ2 is of the form ρ2(M) =
∑n
i=1 λ
2
i (gi,Mgi). Defining a unitary
U ∈Mn(C) by letting Ugi = fi for all i and extending linearly, we observe that
ρ2(M) =
n∑
i=1
λ2i (U
∗fi,MU
∗fi) =
n∑
i=1
λ2i (fi, UMU
∗fi) = ρ1(UMU
∗)
for all M ∈Mn(C). In other words, φ2 = (φ1)U . 
In [9], Powers constructed E0-semigroups using boundary weights over L
2(0,∞). It
is routine to check that in our notation, these are the E0-semigroups arising from the
boundary weight doubles (ıC, η), where ıC is the identity map on C and η is any boundary
weight over L2(0,∞).
Corollary 5.5. Let φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) and ψ : Mk(C) → Mk(C) be unital rank one
q-pure maps, and let ν and η be normalized unbounded boundary weights over L2(0,∞).
Denote by αd and βd the Bhat minimal dilations of the CP -flows induced by the boundary
weight doubles (φ, ν) and (ψ, µ), respectively.
If n 6= k, then αd and βd are not cocycle conjugate. In particular, if n 6= 1, then αd
is not cocycle conjugate to the E0-semigroup induced by (ıC, µ).
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 5.4, we know that every corner γ from φ to ψ
satisfies ||γ|| < 1 since n 6= k. The result now follows from Lemma 5.3. 
6. Invertible unital q-pure maps
Now that we have classified the unital q-pure maps on Mn(C) of rank one, we ex-
plore the unital q-pure maps φ which are invertible. In a stark contrast to the rank
one case, we find that for a given normalized unbounded boundary weight of the form
ν(
√
I − Λ(1)B√I − Λ(1)) = (f,Bf) on L2(0,∞), the doubles (φ, ν) and (ψ, ν) always
induce cocycle conjugate E0-semigroups if φ and ψ are unital invertible q-pure maps on
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Mn(C) and Mk(C), respectively.
The following proposition gives us a bijective correspondence between invertible uni-
tal q-positive maps φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) and unital conditionally negative maps Ψ :
Mn(C)→Mn(C):
Proposition 6.1. If φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) is an invertible unital q-positive map, then
φ−1 is conditionally negative. On the other hand, if Ψ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) is a unital
conditionally negative map, then Ψ is invertible and Ψ−1 is q-positive.
Proof. Let ψ = φ−1. Since φ is self-adjoint, so is ψ, and the first statement of the
proposition now follows from the fact that for large positive t we have
tφ(I + tφ)−1 = tψ−1(I + tψ−1)−1 = t(ψ + tI)−1 =
(
I +
ψ
t
)−1
= I − ψ
t
+
ψ
t
2
− . . . .
To prove the second statement, let Ψ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) be any unital condi-
tionally negative map. Since Ψ is conditionally negative, it follows from a result of
Evans and Lewis in [5] that e−sΨ is completely positive for all s ≥ 0. Therefore,
||e−sΨ|| = ||e−sΨ(I)|| = ||e−sI|| = e−s for all s ≥ 0, and the integral ∫∞0 e−sΨds con-
verges. Observing that (d/ds)(−e−sΨ) = Ψe−sΨ, we find that
Ψ
(∫ ∞
0
e−sΨds
)
=
∫ ∞
0
Ψe−sΨds = lim
s→∞
(−e−sΨ)|s0 = I,
so Ψ is invertible and Ψ−1 =
∫∞
0
e−sψds. Since Ψ−1 is the integral of completely positive
maps, it is completely positive. Furthermore, we find that tI +Ψ is invertible for every
t > 0 and that Ψ−1 ≥q 0, since the following holds for all t > 0:∫ ∞
0
e−ste−sΨds =
∫ ∞
0
e−s(tI+Ψ)ds = (tI +Ψ)−1 = Ψ−1(I + tΨ−1)−1.

Examining the inverse of a unital invertible q-positive map φ is the key to finding the
invertible q-subordinates of φ, as we find in the following proposition and corollary:
Proposition 6.2. Let φ1 :Mn(C)→Mn(C) be an invertible unital q-positive map, and
let ψ1 = φ
−1
1 . Suppose ψ2 : Mn(C) → Mn(C) is conditionally negative and ψ2 − ψ1 is
completely positive. Then ψ2 is invertible, and φ2 := (ψ2)
−1 satisfies φ1 ≥q φ2 ≥q 0.
Proof. Assume the hypotheses of the proposition, and let s > 0 be arbitrary. Define a
function f on R by f(t) = e−tsψ1e(t−1)sψ2 . The equality below is f(1)−f(0) = ∫ 10 f ′(t)dt:
e−sψ1 − e−sψ2 =
∫ 1
0
se−tsψ1(ψ2 − ψ1)e(t−1)sψ2dt.
The inside of the integral above is the composition of completely positive maps, so
e−sψ1 − e−sψ2 is completely positive. This implies e−sψ1(I)− e−sψ2(I) ≥ 0, so
||e−sψ2 || = ||e−sψ2(I)|| ≤ ||e−sψ1(I)|| = ||e−s(I)|| = e−s.
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Now the argument given in the previous proposition shows that
∫∞
0 e
−sψ2ds converges
and is equal to ψ−12 . Letting φ2 = ψ
−1
2 , we observe that φ1 ≥q φ2 since the quantity
below is completely positive for every t ≥ 0:
φ1(I + tφ1)
−1 − φ2(I + tφ2)−1 =
∫ ∞
0
e−st(e−sψ1 − e−sψ2)ds.

Corollary 6.3. Let φ1 : Mn(C)→Mn(C) be an invertible unital q-positive map, and let
φ2 :Mn(C)→Mn(C) be linear and invertible.
Then φ1 ≥q φ2 ≥q 0 if and only if φ−12 is conditionally negative and φ−12 − φ−11 is
completely positive.
Proof. The backward direction follows from Proposition 6.2. Assume the hypotheses
of the forward direction and let ψ1 = φ
−1
1 and ψ2 = φ
−1
2 . Since φ2 is self-adjoint, so is
ψ2. For sufficiently large positive t we have
tφ2(I + tφ2)
−1 =
(
I +
ψ2
t
)−1
= I − ψ2
t
+
ψ22
t2
− . . .
and
t2(φ1(I + tφ1)
−1 − φ2(I + tφ2)−1) = ψ2 − ψ1 +
(ψ22 − ψ21
t
− ψ
3
2 − ψ31
t2
+ . . .
)
.
The first equation shows that φ−12 is conditionally negative, while the second shows that
φ−12 − φ−11 is completely positive. 
Now that we know how to find all invertible q-subordinates of an invertible unital
q-positive map φ, we ask if there can be any other q-subordinates of φ. We will find
that the answer is no (see Proposition 6.9). Proving this will require the use of some
machinery (notably Lemma 6.8), which we now build.
Definition 6.4. For every φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) and ǫ ∈ [0, 1], we define a map φǫ by
φǫ = ǫI + (1 − ǫ)φ.
If φ is q-positive, then φǫ is invertible for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1]. In the lemmas that follow, we
make frequent use of the fact that for all t ≥ 0 we have
tφ(I + tφ)−1 = I − (I + tφ)−1. (19)
We present a quick consequence of (19) for all a ≥ 0 and b ≥ 0:
a(I + btφ)−1 = aI − abtφ(I + btφ)−1 (20)
Lemma 6.5. Let φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) be completely positive. If φǫk ≥q 0 for some
monotonically decreasing sequence {ǫk} of positive real numbers tending to 0, then φ ≥q 0.
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Proof. Assume the hypotheses of the lemma. Let k be arbitrary. Since φǫk ≥q 0, we
know I − (I + tφǫk)−1 is completely positive for all t ≥ 0. Noting that
I − (I + tφǫ)−1 = I −
(
(1 + tǫI) + (1− ǫ)tφ
)−1
= I − 1
1 + tǫ
(
I +
t(1 − ǫ)
1 + tǫ
φ
)−1
and substituting t′ = t(1− ǫk)/(1 + tǫk), we see
I − (I + tφǫ)−1 = I − 1
1 + ( ǫk1−ǫk+t′ǫk )t
′
(I + t′φ)−1.
Varying t throughout [0,∞), we find that the above equation is completely positive for
all t′ ∈ [0,−1 + 1/ǫk). Of course, for any t′ ∈ [0,−1 + 1/ǫk), we have t′ ∈ [0,−1 + 1/ǫℓ)
for all ℓ ≥ k by monotonicity of the sequence {ǫn}. Therefore, we may repeat the same
argument to conclude that for any t′ ∈ [0,−1 + 1/ǫk), the map
I − 1
1 + ( ǫℓ1−ǫℓ+t′ǫℓ )t
′
(I + t′φ)−1
is completely positive for all ℓ ≥ k.
Now fix any t′ > 0, so t′ ∈ (0,−1 + 1/ǫk) for some k ∈ N. A straightforward com-
putation shows that the sequence {cn} defined by cn = ǫn/(1− ǫn + t′ǫn) monotonically
decreases to 0. From the previous paragraph, we know that the map
I − 1
1 + cℓt′
(I + t′φ)−1
is completely positive for all ℓ ≥ k. Since cn ↓ 0 it follows that
I − (I + t′φ)−1
is completely positive. In other words, t′φ(I + t′φ)−1 is completely positive. Since t′ > 0
was chosen arbitrarily and φ is completely positive, the lemma follows. 
Lemma 6.6. If φ :Mn(C)→Mn(C) and φ ≥q 0, then φǫ ≥q 0 for all ǫ ∈ [0, 1).
Proof. Suppose that φ ≥q 0, and let ǫ ∈ [0, 1) be arbitrary. For each t > 0, we apply
formula (20) to a = 1/(1 + tǫ) and b = t(1− ǫ)/(1 + tǫ) to find
I − (I + tφǫ)−1 = I − 1
1 + tǫ
(
I +
t(1− ǫ)
1 + tǫ
φ
)−1
=
(
1− 1
1 + tǫ
)
I +
t(1− ǫ)
(1 + tǫ)2
φ
(
I +
t(1− ǫ)
1 + tǫ
φ
)−1
,
where both terms on the last line are completely positive by assumption. Furthermore,
φǫ is completely positive, hence φǫ ≥q 0. 
Corollary 6.7. Let φ : Mn(C)→ Mn(C) be a completely positive map. Then φ ≥q 0 if
and only if φǫ ≥q 0 for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1).
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Lemma 6.8. Let φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) and ψ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) be q-positive maps.
Then φ ≥q ψ if and only if φǫ ≥q ψǫ for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1).
Proof. For any ǫ ∈ (0, 1) we have φǫ − ψǫ = ǫ(φ − ψ), so φ − ψ is completely positive
if and only if φǫ − ψǫ is completely positive for all ǫ ∈ (0, 1). For all t′ > 0 we have
t′
(
φ(I + t′φ)−1 − ψ(I + t′ψ)−1
)
= (I + t′ψ)−1 − (I + t′φ)−1, (21)
and for all t > 0 we have
t(φǫ(I + tφǫ)
−1 − ψǫ(I + tψǫ)−1) =
(
I − (I + tφǫ)−1
)
−
(
I − (I + tψǫ)−1
)
=
1
1 + tǫ
(
(I +
t(1− ǫ)
1 + tǫ
ψ)−1 − (I + t(1 − ǫ)
1 + tǫ
φ)−1
)
. (22)
Assume the hypotheses of the forward direction. Showing that φǫ ≥q ψǫ for all
ǫ ∈ (0, 1) is equivalent to proving that (22) is completely positive for every t ∈ (0,∞) and
ǫ ∈ (0, 1). But this follows from complete positivity of (21) since t(1−ǫ)/(1+tǫ) ∈ (0,∞)
for every ǫ ∈ (0, 1) and t ∈ (0,∞). Now assume the hypotheses of the backward direction.
Any t′ ∈ (0,∞) can be written as t(1− ǫ)/(1 + tǫ) for some ǫ ∈ (0, 1) and t ∈ (0,∞), so
complete positivity of (22) for all such ǫ and t implies that (21) is completely positive
for all t′ > 0, hence φ ≥q ψ. 
We are now in a position to prove what is perhaps the most striking result of the
section:
Proposition 6.9. Let ξ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) be an invertible unital q-positive map. If
φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) is q-positive and ξ ≥q φ, then φ is either invertible or identically
zero.
Proof. For every ǫ ∈ (0, 1), form ξǫ and φǫ as in Definition 6.4, and let ψǫ := (φǫ)−1.
By Lemma 6.8 we have ξǫ ≥q φǫ for each ǫ, so ψǫ is conditionally negative and ψǫ−(ξǫ)−1
is completely positive by Corollary 6.3. We first examine the case when the norms ||ψǫ||
remain bounded as ǫ → 0. More precisely, suppose that for all ǫ sufficiently small we
have ||ψǫ|| < r for some r > 0. By compactness of the closed unit ball of radius r in
B(Mn(C)), there is a decreasing sequence {ǫk}k∈N converging to 0 such that {ψǫk}k∈N
has a (bounded) norm limit ψ as k →∞. Noting that
I − φψ = φǫkψǫk − φψ = (φǫk − φ)(ψǫk − ψ) + φ(ψǫk − ψ) + (φǫk − φ)ψ
and then applying the triangle inequality, we find that
||I − φψ|| = ||φǫkψǫk − φψ||
≤ ||φǫk − φ|| ||ψǫk − ψ||+ ||φ|| ||ψǫk − ψ||+ ||φǫk − φ|| ||ψ||
for all k ∈ N. But φ and ψ are bounded maps while ψǫk → ψ in norm and φǫk → φ in
norm, so the above equation tends to 0 as k →∞. We conclude that φψ = I. Similarly
ψφ = I, hence φ is invertible and ψ = φ−1.
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If the first case does not hold, then for some decreasing sequence {ǫk} tending to zero,
the norms {||ψǫk ||}k∈N form an unbounded sequence. For each k ∈ N, we write
(ξǫk)
−1(A) = skA+ YkA+AY
∗
k −
mk∑
i=1
SkiAS
∗
ki
and
ψǫk(A) = tkA+ ZkA+AZ
∗
k −
ℓk∑
i=1
TkiAT
∗
ki ,
where mk, ℓk ≤ n2, sk ∈ R, tk ∈ R, tr(Yk) = tr(Zk) = 0, tr(Ski ) = 0 and tr(S∗kiSkj ) is
non-zero if and only if i = j (i, j ≤ mk), and tr(Tki) = 0 and tr(T ∗kiTkj ) is non-zero if
and only if i = j (i, j ≤ ℓk).
Since ψǫk − (ξǫk)−1 is completely positive for all k ∈ N, we know that for each k,
there exist pk ≤ n2, complex numbers {xki}pki=1, and maps {Xki}pki=1 with tr(Xki) = 0,
such that for all A ∈Mn(C),
(ψǫk − (ξǫk)−1)(A) =
pk∑
i=1
(Xki + xkiI)A(Xki + xkiI)
∗
=
( pk∑
i=1
|xki |2
)
A+
( pk∑
i=1
xkiXki
)
A+A
( pk∑
i=1
xkiXki
)∗
+
pk∑
i=1
XkiAX
∗
ki . (23)
Simultaneously, for all A ∈Mn(C) we have
(ψǫk − (ξǫk)−1)(A) = (tk − sk)A+ (Zk − Yk)A+A(Zk − Yk)∗
+
( mk∑
i=1
SkiAS
∗
ki −
ℓk∑
i=1
TkiAT
∗
ki
)
. (24)
We claim that ∣∣∣∣∣∣ pk∑
i=1
XkiAX
∗
ki
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣∣∣ mk∑
i=1
SkiAS
∗
ki
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (25)
for all k ∈ N. To prove this, we let {vj}nj=1 be any orthonormal basis for Cn, let
hj = vj/
√
n for each i, let f ∈ Cn be arbitrary, and define maps Aj for j = 1, . . . , n by
Aj = fh
∗
j . Using the trace conditions on the maps Yk, Zk, {Tki}, {Ski}, and {Xki}, we
find that
n∑
j=1
(ψǫk − (ξǫk)−1)(Aj)hj = (tk − sk)f + (Zk − Yk)f
=
( pk∑
i=1
|xki |2
)
f +
( pk∑
i=1
xkiXki
)
f.
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Since f was arbitrary, it follows that
(
tk − sk −
pk∑
i=1
|xki |2
)
I =
( pk∑
i=1
xkiXki
)
− (Zk − Yk).
Taking the trace of both sides yields
0 = tr
(( pk∑
i=1
xkiXki
)
− (Zk − Yk)
)
= tr
(
(tk − sk −
pk∑
i=1
|xki |2)I
)
,
so tk− sk =
∑pk
i=1 |xki |2 and Zk−Yk =
∑pk
i=1 xkiXki . Formulas (23) and (24) now imply
that
pk∑
i=1
XkiAX
∗
ki =
( mk∑
i=1
SkiAS
∗
ki −
ℓk∑
i=1
TkiAT
∗
ki
)
.
Therefore, the map A→∑mki=1 SkiAS∗ki −∑ℓki=1 TkiAT ∗ki is completely positive, and
∣∣∣∣∣∣ pk∑
i=1
XkiX
∗
ki
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∣∣ mk∑
i=1
SkiS
∗
ki −
ℓk∑
i=1
TkiT
∗
ki
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣∣∣ mk∑
i=1
SkiS
∗
ki
∣∣∣∣∣∣,
establishing (25).
We now show that there exists some M ∈ N such that
||Xki || ≤M (26)
for all k ∈ N and i ∈ {1, . . . , pk}. To do this, we first note that since the sequence
of invertible maps {ξǫk}k∈N converges in norm to the invertible map ξ, the sequence
{(ξǫk)−1}k∈N converges in norm to ξ−1. Write ξ−1 in the form
ξ−1(A) = sA+ Y A+AY ∗ −
m∑
i=1
SiAS
∗
i ,
where m ≤ n2, s ∈ R, tr(Y ) = 0, and for all i and j, tr(Si) = 0 and tr(SiS∗j ) is non-zero
if and only if i = j. Let f ∈ Cn be arbitrary, and define vectors {hj}nj=1 and maps
{Aj}nj=1 exactly as we did earlier in the proof. Then
∑n
j=1(ξǫk)
−1(Aj)hj = skf + Ykf
for all k ∈ N and∑nj=1 ξ−1(Aj)hj = sf +Y f . Since (ξǫk)−1 converges to ξ−1 as k →∞,
we see that (sk − s)f + (Yk − Y )f converges to 0 as k →∞. But f was arbitrary, so
lim
k→∞
(
(sk − s)I + Yk − Y
)
= 0.
The limit of the trace of the above equation must also be zero, so sk converges to s
and consequently Yk converges to Y . This implies that not only are the sequences of
complex numbers {sk}∞k=1 and maps {Yk}∞k=1 both bounded, but that the sequence of
linear maps {Wk}∞k=1 defined by Wk(A) =
∑mk
i=1 SkiAS
∗
ki
is bounded and converges to
the map W (A) =
∑m
i=1 SiAS
∗
i . Choose M ∈ N so that M2 ≥ n2 supk∈N{||Wk||}. For
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every k ∈ N and i ∈ {1, . . . ,mk}, we have ||Ski ||2 ≤ ||Wk|| ≤ M2/n2. Combining this
fact with (25), we find that for every k ∈ N and i ∈ {1, . . . , pk},
||Xki ||2 = ||XkiX∗ki || ≤ ||
pk∑
i=1
XkiX
∗
ki || ≤ ||
mk∑
i=1
SkiS
∗
ki || ≤
mk∑
i=1
||Ski ||2
≤ n2max{||Ski ||2 : i = 1, . . . ,mk} ≤M2,
proving (26).
Since ||ψǫk || → ∞ as k →∞ while ||(ξǫk)−1|| → ||(ξ)−1|| <∞, there is a sequence of
maps {Aǫk} of norm one such that ||(ψǫk − (ξǫk)−1)(Aǫk)|| → ∞ as k → ∞. However,
we also have
||(ψǫk − (ξǫk)−1)(Aǫk)|| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣( pk∑
i=1
|xki |2
)
Aǫk +
( pk∑
i=1
xkiXki
)
Aǫk
+Aǫk
( pk∑
i=1
xkiXki
)∗
+
pk∑
i=1
XkiAǫkX
∗
ki
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
pk∑
i=1
|xki |2 + 2M
pk∑
i=1
|xki |+ pkM2. (27)
We note that
( pk∑
i=1
|xki |
)2
≥
pk∑
i=1
|xki |2 ≥
(
∑pk
i=1 |xki |)2
pk
≥ (
∑pk
i=1 |xki |)2
n2
(28)
for all k. For each k, let λk =
∑pk
i=1 |xki |, noting that λk → ∞ as k → ∞ since Eq.(27)
tends to infinity as k → ∞. Let A ∈ Mn(C) be any matrix such that ||A|| = 1, and let
C = supk∈N ||(ξǫk)−1|| <∞. Using the reverse triangle inequality and (28), we find that
for each k ∈ N,
||ψǫk(A)|| ≥ ||(ψǫk − (ξǫk)−1)(A)|| − ||(ξǫk)−1(A)||
≥ λ
2
k
n2
− 2Mλk − n2M2 − C. (29)
Since limk→∞ λk = ∞, Eq.(29) tends to infinity as k → ∞. For all k large enough that
Eq.(29) is positive, we have
||φǫk || =
1
inf{||ψǫk(A)|| : ||A|| = 1}
≤ 1
λ2k/n
2 − 2Mλk − n2M2 − C ,
so limk→∞ ||φǫk || = 0. But the sequence {φǫk}∞k=1 converges to φ in norm, hence φ ≡ 0.

Proposition 6.10. An invertible unital linear map φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) is q-pure if
and only if φ−1 is of the form
φ−1(A) = A+ Y A+AY ∗
for some Y = −Y ∗ ∈Mn(C) such that tr(Y ) = 0.
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Proof. Let ψ = φ−1. Assume the hypotheses of the forward direction. Write
ψ(A) = sA+ Y A+AY ∗ −
k∑
i=1
λiXiAX
∗
i ,
where s ∈ R, tr(Y ) = 0, and for each i and j we have λi ≥ 0, tr(Xi) = 0, and
tr(X∗i Xj) = nδij .
Defining ψ′ :Mn(C)→Mn(C) by
ψ′(A) = sA+ Y A+AY ∗,
we note that ψ′ is conditionally negative, and ψ′ − ψ is completely positive since (ψ′ −
ψ)(A) =
∑k
j=1 λjXjAX
∗
j for all A. By Lemma 6.2, it follows that ψ
′ is invertible and
that φ′ := (ψ′)−1 satisfies φ ≥q φ′ ≥q 0.
Since φ is q-pure, there is some t0 ≥ 0 such that φ′ = φ(t0), hence
ψ′ = (φ′)−1 =
(
φ(I + t0φ)
−1
)−1
=
(
ψ−1(I + t0ψ
−1)
)−1
=
(
(t0I + ψ)
−1
)−1
= t0I + ψ.
Therefore, for all A ∈Mn(C) we have
ψ′(A) = ψ(A) +
k∑
j=1
λjXjAX
∗
j = ψ(A) + t0A,
so the map L : A → λjXjAX∗j satisfies L = t0I. We repeat a familiar argument:
Let f ∈ Cn be arbitrary, choose an orthonormal basis {vk}nk=1 of Cn, define hk =
vk/
√
n for each k, and form {Ak}nk=1 by Ak = fh∗k. The trace conditions for the maps
{Xj} imply that
∑n
k=1 L(Ak)hk = 0. However, since L = t0I, we must also have∑n
k=1 L(Ak)hk = t0f . From arbitrariness of f , we conclude t0 = 0. Therefore, ψ has the
form ψ(A) = sA + Y A + AY ∗. Since ψ(I) = I = sI + Y + Y ∗ and tr(Y ) = 0, we have
s = 1 and consequently Y = −Y ∗.
Now assume the hypotheses of the backward direction. Note that ψ is conditionally
negative and unital, hence φ is q-positive by Proposition 6.1. Let Φ be any non-zero
q-positive map such that φ ≥q Φ, so by Corollary 6.3 and Proposition 6.9, Φ is invertible
and Ψ := (Φ)−1 is a conditionally negative map such that Ψ− ψ is completely positive.
Write Ψ in the form
Ψ(A) = s′A+ ZA+AZ∗ −
m∑
i=1
µiTiAT
∗
i ,
where s′ ∈ R and for all i and j, µi > 0, tr(Ti) = 0, and tr(T ∗i Tj) = nδij . Writing
C = Z − Y , we have
(Ψ − ψ)(A) = (s′ − 1)A+ CA+AC∗ −
m∑
i=1
µiTiAT
∗
i .
By a familiar argument, complete positivity of Ψ − ψ and the trace conditions for the
above maps imply that s′ ≥ 1, C = 0, and Ti = 0 for all i. Therefore Ψ = ψ + (s′ − 1)I,
so Φ = Ψ−1 = φ(s
′−1). We conclude that φ is q-pure. 
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Let the matrices {ejk}nj,k=1 denote the standard basis for Mn(C), writing each A =
(ajk) ∈Mn(C) as A =
∑
j,k ajkejk. The following theorem classifies all unital invertible
q-pure maps on Mn(C):
Theorem 6.11. An invertible unital linear map φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) is q-pure if and
only if for some unitary U ∈Mn(C), the map φU is the Schur map
φU (ajkejk) =


ajk
1+i(λj−λk)
ejk if j < k
ajkejk if j = k
ajk
1−i(λj−λk)
ejk if j > k
for all A = (ajk) ∈Mn(C) and j, k = 1, . . . , n, where λ1, . . . , λn ∈ R and λ1+. . .+λn = 0.
Proof. Assume the hypotheses of the forward direction. By the previous proposition,
ψ := φ−1 has the form ψ(A) = A + Y˜ A + AY˜ ∗ for some Y˜ ∈ Mn(C) with Y˜ = −Y˜ ∗
and tr(Y˜ ) = 0. Let B = −iY˜ , so B = B∗. Defining Y := (1/2)I + Y˜ = (1/2)I + iB,
we find ψ(A) = Y A + AY ∗ for all A ∈ Mn(C). Since B is self-adjoint, there is some
unitary U ∈ Mn(C) such that U∗BU is a diagonal matrix D. For each k ∈ {1, . . . , n}
let λk ∈ R be the kk entry of D. Note that since tr(B) = 0 we have
∑n
k=1 λk = 0, and
that U∗Y U is the diagonal matrix M whose kk entry is 1/2 + iλk. Defining a map ψU
by ψU (A) = U
∗ψ(UAU∗)U for all A ∈Mn(C), we find that
ψU (A) = U
∗(Y UAU∗ + UAU∗Y ∗)U
= (U∗Y U)A+A(U∗Y U)∗ =MA+AM∗.
A quick calculation shows that this is just the Schur map
ψU (ajkejk) =


(1 + i(λj − λk))ajkejk if j < k
ajkejk if j = k
(1− i(λj − λk))ajkejk if j > k
,
and so (ψU )
−1 has the form
(ψU )
−1(ajkejk) =


ajk
1+i(λj−λk)
ejk if j < k
ajkejk if j = k
ajk
1−i(λj−λk)
ejk if j > k
.
It is straightforward to verify that (ψU )
−1 is the map φU (A) = U
∗φ(UAU∗)U .
Assume the hypotheses of the backward direction. Let T be the diagonal matrix
whose kkth entry is λk for every k = 1, . . . , n. We observe that tr(T ) = 0 and T = T
∗.
Now let C = iT , and let T˜ = (1/2)I + C. We routinely verify that C = −C∗ and
tr(C) = 0, and that (φU )
−1 satisfies (φU )
−1(A) = T˜A + AT˜ ∗ = A + CA + AC∗ for
all A ∈ Mn(C). Proposition 6.10 implies that φU is q-pure, whereby φ is q-pure by
Proposition 4.5. 
As it turns out, boundary weight doubles (φ, ν) for invertible unital q-pure maps
φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C) and normalized unbounded boundary weights ν over L2(0,∞)
of the form ν(
√
I − Λ(1)B√I − Λ(1)) = (f,Bf) give us nothing new in terms of E0-
semigroups:
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Theorem 6.12. Let φ : Mn(C)→Mn(C) be unital, invertible, and q-pure, and let ν be a
normalized unbounded boundary weight over L2(0,∞) of the form ν(√I − Λ(1)B√I − Λ(1)) =
(f,Bf). Then (φ, ν) and (ıC, ν) induce cocycle conjugate E0-semigroups.
Proof. By Theorem 6.11 and Propositions 4.5 and 4.6, we may assume that φ is the
Schur map
φ(ajkejk) =


ajk
1+i(λj−λk)
ejk if j < k
ajkejk if j = k
ajk
1−i(λj−λk)
ejk if j > k
for some λ1, . . . , λn ∈ R with
∑n
k=1 λk = 0.
By Proposition 4.6, it suffices to find a hyper maximal q-corner from φ to ıC. For
this, define γ :Mn×1(C)→Mn×1(C) by
γ


b1
b2
...
bn

 =


1
1+iλ1
b1
1
1+iλ2
b2
...
1
1+iλn
bn

 .
Now define Υ :Mn+1(C)→Mn+1(C) by
Υ
(
An×n Bn×1
C1×n a
)
=
(
φ(An×n) γ(Bn×1)
γ∗(C1×n) a
)
.
Letting λn+1 = 0, we observe that Υ is the Schur map satisfying
Υ(ajkejk) =


ajk
1+i(λj−λk)
ejk if j < k
ajkejk if j = k
ajk
1−i(λj−λk)
ejk if j > k
for all j, k = 1, . . . , n + 1 and A = (ajk) ∈ Mn(C). Since
∑n+1
i=1 λk =
∑n
i=1 λk = 0, it
follows from Theorem 6.11 that Υ is q-positive (in fact, q-pure), hence γ is a q-corner
from φ to ıC. Now suppose that Υ ≥q Υ′ ≥q 0 for some Υ′ of the form
Υ′
(
An×n Bn×1
C1×n a
)
=
(
φ′(An×n) γ(Bn×1)
γ∗(C1×n) ı
′(a)
)
.
Since Υ is q-pure and Υ′ is not the zero map, we know that Υ′ = Υ(t) for some t ≥ 0,
and a quick calculation gives us
Υ′
(
An×n Bn×1
C1×n a
)
=
(
φ(t)(An×n) γ
(t)(Bn×1)
(γ∗)(t)(C1×n)
1
1+t (a)
)
.
By inspecting the two formulas for Υ′ we see γ = γ(t). But γ(t) has the form
γ(t)


b1
b2
...
bn

 =


1
1+t+iλ1
b1
1
1+t+iλ2
b2
...
1
1+t+iλn
bn

 ,
hence t = 0. Therefore, Υ′ = Υ, and we conclude the q-corner γ is hyper maximal. 
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In conclusion, we approach the broader question of simply finding all unital q-pure
maps φ : Mn(C) → Mn(C), as they provide us with the simplest way to construct and
compare E0-semigroups through boundary weight doubles. We believe that all q-pure
maps are invertible or have rank one. For n = 2, we find in [6] that this conjecture holds:
There is no unital q-pure map φ : M2(C) → M2(C) of rank 2, and there is no unital q-
positive map φ :M2(C)→M2(C) of rank 3. It seems that for n = 3, the key to classifying
unital q-pure maps is through investigation of the limits Lφ = limt→∞ tφ(I + tφ)
−1,
though the situation becomes very complicated if n > 3.
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7. Notes on Version 2
The text of this version should be identical to that of the version appearing in the
Journal of Functional Analysis.
There is an update for reference [6]:
C. Jankowski, Unital q-positive maps on M2(C) and a related E0-semigroup result,
arXiv:1005.4404v1.
The author apologizes that some typos remain:
In Theorem 2.2, the equation of minimality should read “αdt1(WA1W
∗) · · ·αdtn(WAnW ∗)Wf ,”
and we should have “f ∈ H1” rather than “f ∈ K.”
In the last equation of the proof of Lemma 3.5, the S′i and T
′
i terms should be S˜i and T˜i
terms. In this same equation, the numbers aij should be rij .
The last line of page 23 should read “ℓt(ρ12)(A) = ℓ(ρ12)
(
Wt[W
∗
t AXt]X
∗
t
)
= 0.”
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